FARM. GARDEN AND HOUSEHOLD.

[For

company II

department brief suggestions, facts
and experiences are solicited from housekeeper-. farmers and gardeners.
Address Agricultural editor. Journal (iffiee, Belfast Maine.]
The

of Thoroughbreds.

Raising

Messrs. George 1 >. < »tis A Co. of Boston,
proprietors of Bay View Farm on the east
side of the river, are inspired with the
right ideas concerning the introduction of
improved stock into Maine. In a note to
the editor ot the Journal, after stating
that none of their stock is for sale, they

VOLUME 54.
Agriculturist for June
unusually good number of Ibis alIt contains a
ways valuable journal.
large number of articles giving practically useful information for the work of the
season
just what every one needs now

Me would

ha- given
to

_

■. e

'bote

some

attention, and is willing

j
I

an

with T'J illustrative engravings, several of
which are very fine, such as the portrait
of a Clydesdale Horse. Summer Scene,
A sharp exposure of the so-called
etc.
“Bessarabia Corn” and the “Xev York
Agriculturist” will attract the m ention
of numerous victims. The Sundry Humbugs chapter is quite full. Amoi g the
contributors, Hon. \. A. Willard writes
of the value and importance of Cottage
Cheese; Dr. Slade of Hatvard I niversity
on Lameness in Horses; John M. Murphy, Esq., of New York, on the Wooing of
the Wild Turkey: Col. E. D. Curtis on
Pig House Furniture: Laws about Cattle
in the Highways, by 11. A. llaigl. Esq.,
of Detroit: Prof. W. H. Jordan, of the

Pennsylvania

Agricultural College,

on

proper time to Cut (Hass: Col. M. C.
Weld on H rooming Horses: 1). '/. Evans
on Poultry Houses:
Dr. Leo. Thurber
E. D.
on the Bamboos and their uses:
Snook on Wastes of Country Houses;
Prof. N. F. Townsend, ot Columbus, <>.,
on
Farmers’ Book Clubs:
Minnesota

Housekeeper

on

Daily

Our

Bread;

a

Prize Plan for a Country House costing
suggestions 8(i0(t to SsiMi,
by A. ('. Swartz, of Kanpresented, coming from practical sas: etc. Various Insects of the Harden:
more.

business men.

sidering

The facts and

are

meanwhile worth

con-

Kditor Journal.
Some

Ornamental

Vines.

Old

The American

is

say—
he glad it every farmer in
Waldo county could see our stock and
perhaps thereby he induced to pay some
attention to the raising of thoroughbreds,
and by that means, as we believe, greatly increase the profits of farming. It
cost-less to raise a thoroughbred than a
mongrel, and when raised the former will
bring a much better price than the latter.
Mohave ju.-t sent to our farm six pure
bred 'Yorkshire"sow pigs from the herd
of It. 1
Lombard. F.stp. of "Sycamore”
farm. Waylaud. Mass., who though he
oas half a hundred bl eeding sows, cannot
lib his orders for pigs. Why ! Because
even one knows he ha- onh
thoroughbreds for .-ale.
Why can't Maine, even
M ddo Co
see the "handwriting on the
wail" and realize that the best is tile
cheapest and. especially for the fanner,
the : lost profitable.
We shall be glad to
see in your valuable paper, from time
to tune, such information on the
subject
as wib bring to the attention of our larmeis th'
importance of improving our live
sti • ’a
Yours truly,
Gku. it. < i ns A Co.
1 bi- ;s a subject to which the Journal
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jlie

the Doctor’s Talks oil Flowers :
full
Household and Children’s Departments,
and many other articles, make tip this
number.
S| ,">o a year: loots,
number.
; orange Judd Co.. Now York. Ptlblisliei s.
i

[i

Dreams.

The

are thy footsteps I was wont to hear,
O Spring! in pauses of the blackbird's song?
1 hear them not: the world has held mine ear
With its insistent sounds, too long, too long!

Where

The footfall and the sweeping robes of Spring,
llow.once. I hailed them as life's full delight!
Now. little moved I hear the blackbird sing.
As blind men wake not at the sudden light.

Nay.

not unmoved!
Hut yestcreve I stood
Heneath thee, throned, queen songstress, in
the beech:
And for one moment heaven was the green

wood,

And the old dreams went

speech,
(•tie

by.

too

deep

for

it was passed; the gusty breeze
and rough voices from the
lane:
like a mist, clothed round the darkening

moment,

Drought laughter
Night

trees.

And 1

was

with the world that mocks

is Kdcn. yet

again.

far; it lies
No angel-guarded gate, too far for sight:
W'- breathe, we touch it. yet our blinded eyes
Still seek it every way except the right.

>o near

so

[London Spectator.
A

Pleasant
in

My

brother

Surprise,

KM IV WHITK.

Johnny

says he would do
lie’s as hot
all over as if he had forty stings. We’ve
been talking through the stove-hole to
comfort each other. This hole is in the
wall at the side of my bed; so if I put a
chair on the bed, and then climb up and
stand on tiptoe, i can see into Johnny’s
room, and we can have a good talk.
We’re in trouble; and this is how it
tor a tirst class bumble-bee :

happened :
< >ue
day

last week, our teacher read us
story about a little girl who had a sick
father: and lie was going to starve to
A lady readi rjol the
t'li'Ki; Jem.y.
death 'cause he hadn't any money to buy
Journal would like a n-eeipt for making i oranges: and everything had gone wrong
Well, the good little girl beard
eider jelly as it is made in New Jersey
; inside.
that a dentist wanted some teeth, and
without tin1 use of naletine. Can any ol |
would pay well for them.
(1 don’t see
our readers furnish the desired informawhy he should pay money for teeth when
tion (
he could have his own for nothing.) The
little gill had line teeth, so she went to
Brighton Cattle Market.
\ the dentist and asked him to take some
Wkpnkshav, May 17.
out and pay her the money they were
Amount of stock at market: Cattle, 17,77; sheep
uni lambs, 4000; swine, 14.l>o; veals,
number
worth, tin her poor father. Then the
of western cattle, 1I7J. northern andeustern cattle.
dentist made her tell him all about her
Brices of beef cnUlt' P loo tt* live weight, extra
lather ; and lie wouldn't take the teeth.but
second,
7*n; lii -1. 67 noyT
quality, 67
lie gave her the money all the same, and
third, 67
6*'»:»712
y; 1J
po *re.*}t grades
of course oxen, bulls, etc.. 6'* 77* y 7. 1'*.
went to see her father, and got a doctor
j
P ttj, Brighton Tallow.'*
Brighton Hi'ies, >*2
for him. so he didn’t die.
ountrv Hides,tbr :,rf tt*: » omitry Tal |
P tt*.
4 y 7*
It was a beautiful story, and made me
! '\v, .'*<• P tt*: ( alt •'kiiC', lly 1*J Cr. P It*. Sheep and
Lamb >kin». $1 oo.rl 77» eacli.
cry.
Johnny said it wasn’t anything to
Working <>xcn— We qu**t* sales *>1
1 pair girth 7 ft.,
inehe-. live weight 'll77* ib, 617o. | cry about: stones like that were for exi pair girth b ft., 7 inches, live weight >oo tb, 6P_»7>;
amples. and when we had a chance we
1 pair girth 7 ft., 4 itc h' -, live weight :l7*o» tt*. 6-17:
must just go and do likewise.
Milch ( ow
Lxira. 677 y7; ordinary, 6-"y7n;
Well, this morning, when Father was
springers, 61SfHi7>; farrow ouvs, .617*.?:tocadi.
Veal Calves in fair demand at 4y*c P tt>, live
putting on his overcoat, Johnny and 1
weight.
sheep and Lamb—Tho-c from tin we-t were all asked him for a penny. And Father, he
owned by butchers, and eo.-t landed at Brighlon, s
said we were always wanting pennies,
y-'2c P tt*: for sheep and Lambs, 7 >j"r I?* 11*. live
and lie wasn't made of money : and then
weight.
— ■ ■■ ■
he went out.
Sister hm began to erv. ’cause Father
Can't Get It.
said she couldn't have ; new dress this
Biabetes. Bright
Bi-easc, Ki*ii:ey. 1 : hairy «»r
Liver ( mplaints cannot be contra* ted bj y«*ii or
Faster.
Fverything was wrong, and he
“U alyour laniilv if Hop Bitters are u.-ed, and d
panel
i'c.i l\ hav* any «»f the-*- disease- Hop Bill*.!- i- the didn't know what would become of him,
«dd-f.i'hiot.cd as it is, the morning- only medicine that will positively ciireyoi
Boift i and lie was sick of
everything.
forget this, an*! don't e*t **me pulled up -toll' that
ga y ft>n1111uos to hold its place among
Johnny and 1 didn’t cry ; we only lookwill only harm you.
hi vers as a "thing of beauty."
It is
ed at each other.
l rue that a single blossoiu endures but a
Kn*|win —What doe- ;!u *■• »rner *f a carld tunic* 1
W bile we were going to school, Johnny
in* ;u
Means the oilier fellow’- «thcalini:.
it vv hours at most, hut one vine vvid
pro- W.-.p-h him
said this was our chance. Now weeould do
duce more than a bundled flowers in the
like the good little girl, and he a supN. our vital energy i- deficient, restore ij l.y fr.-e
course ol a season.
The morning-glory
u-e of Wheat Bitter-.
poit to our parents. Dentists always
he
may
employed to most excellent adwanted teeth, and we'd goto the dentist
A man
lik«- a carpi t. v\ hen iie i- kept i«*vv n by
vantage for covering dilapidated build- tax.
right away after school, and have it over.
Trained to
ings -md unattractive fences.
Be n*-t t*e deceived. Iiisi.-t on hav ing the genuine ;
And then,” says Johnny, “if we've
twine around the trunks of old trees it Brown's Iron Bitters, ma*le only by the Brown ; made live doliarsfor
Father, perhaps he’ll
( hemieal ( <*.. and take nothing else.
presents a very line appearance. 'The
gixe us our penny, 'cause it'll lie such a
He said her hair vv .-is dy ed, and when s ic indig
common cypress vine is very beautiful,
pleasant sm prise to him.
Tb- I-il-e
In -aid In- presumexclaimed
and may be planted and twined like the nantlv
We couldn't hardly wait for school to
ed -o!
moi ning-glory. For cov ei ing lattice-work
1 got a Mack mark in arithmetic,
he out.
The I*e.-t preventive *»1 fever ami agu*( ami all
and partially shading w indowsand porch- miasmatic diseases i- Wheat Bitters. « hie trial will 'cause when Miss
Stevensasked me if you
es ii
is very appropriate. The blossoms, prove this. s.ip| by all druggi-ts.
had an apple, and if Samuel Smith ate it
are
though small,
exceedingly beautiful,
1 Miring the house-cleaning si-umhi there is no
up. what had you left? I said. "Your
while the leaves are very finely eut and place lik«- home, and that's sum*-tiling to be extreme- teeth."
thankful for
ly
''•■fat'd.
The seed should he soaked in
After school we walked about till we
Those win* sulTer from an enfeebled at <1 dis**rwann water before planting, and should
came to a dentist’s, and we went in, and
dere«l state of the -y -t« m, should take Ayr'- Sarsa
ii"t be covered v cry
deep.
parilla amieleanse the hlood. Burge*out the lurking j asked him if he wanted some teeth.
And
1 lie .Madeira vine possesses some ad- 'iistemper that undermines the health, and coiisti
he said. “Why ? Did we want to lose
tutiojiai vigor will return.
vantages over the vine before mentioned.
some?" And we told him, “Yes.”
The young man win* passed a pleasant, evening
Ii is propagated from tubers, the same as j now wishes
he had stopped, and pariieipatjed in the
We thought he would sit down and ask
sweet potatoes.
These tubers, or divi- enjoyments.
u- all about it, just as the other dentist
“ROUGH ON RATS.”
sions ol them, may be planted out as soon
did with the good little girl: blit he only
Clears out rats, mire, roaches. Hies, aiits, bedas danger from frost is ov er.
They will bugs,
said :
skunks, chipmunks, gophers. 17*c. Bfuggi.-ts.
sprout in a few days if the weather is fa“Let’s look at era."
Bernhardt’s
next
will
be
vorable. and the vines will be in advance
performance
probably
Then he made Johnny climb up in the
in the line of carpentering. Sin ’ll doubtless a«-hi*-v e
ot any that ; re produced from seed. 'The
the feat of making a Creek cross.
chair, and tip his head hack : and
high
v iues will continue to
grow till they are
then lie said, “You want these two out
SKINNY MEN.
killed by the frost. Although the flowers
that crowd the rest
Then he put an
“Wells’ Health Kenewer” restore- health and
of the Madeira vine are not very beauti- vigor, cures Dvspcpsia. Impotence. Sexual Debili- iron
into Johnny's mouth, and pullthing
ful. they make quite a line appearance ty. $1.
ed out one tooth, and then he pulled anwhen shown in contrast with the deepstudent: “How is it, doctor, that 1 alwa\stake
other.
And he said Johnny was a brave
(•old
in
head?"
Doctor:
“li
1- a wejll known
my
en en leaves, while their fragrance is unibox 'cause he did’nt holloa.
sir, that a cold is most likely t«* settle in
principle,
versally admired. < Hi account of the the weakest part."
I asked Johnny if it hurt, and he said,
weight of the vines, they should have a
"Not much, and don't you disgrace the
“BUCHUPAIBA.”
strong support. 'The tubers should be
Quick, complete cure, all annoying Kidney, Blad- family, Kitty White, by howling.”
dug in the fall and stored where they will der and ITinary Di-eases. $1. Druggists.
"Now. my little lady,’’says the dentist,
not freeze.
I nder the head of “Musical” a Cleveland paper
“get into the chair, and I’ll he as gentle
gives an account <>f a horse trot. Pre-miw it was as I can.” So he
helped me up, and tipan attemjn to beat time.
Law for Farmers
Cattle in the Highway.
hack my head, and looked.
ped
No Matter What Happens
“Your teeth are crowded just like your
Mr. U. A. Ilaigh, EL. I!., of Detroit, You may rest assured that you are safe in being
s
speedily cured by Thomas’ i !.!•;<■ hi< Qii. in ail brother’s,” sax he; and then he begins to
gives a resume ir' the laws on the above eases
oi rheumatism, neuralgi; .toothache,etc. One pull.
in
the
American
for
trial onlv i- necessarv to prove itsefliraev. Kor sale
subject,
Agriculturist
My, how it hurt! And didn't 1 make
June, from which we extract the follow- by K II: Moody, Belfast.
a noise ! 1 thought
my head was coming
Tin*, colored belle would wear bangs if -lie could
ing:
off But it was over in a minute, and the
It is a general doctrine of law in this do so without pulling the wool over her own eyes.
dentist told Johnny not to laugh at nte,
coimtn that the land in the highway beA True Balsam. -Du. Wistak’s Balsam <»k Wild
'cause my teeth came harder than bis did.
CiiLUin is truly a balsam. It contains the balsamic
long- to the owners of land lying along principle of the Wild
When our teeth were out, we thought
Cherry, the balsamic propereach side.
With a few exceptions the ties of tar and of pine. Its'in-redients are all balthe dentist would pay us.
He asked us
American farm extends to the middle of samic. Coughs, Colds, Sore Throats, Bronchitis,
and <
speedily disappear under it< bal- \x hose little hoy and girl we were, and
the read, and the public has only the samic onsuniption
influence.
where xve lived and said this was pleaslie it to pas-and repass there in an orderMr. Sisscndorf always trembles when his wife
ant weather for little folks.
ly manner, and the right to keep the way .-ings in eliureh with p'rayerful earnestness—“Ob.
After a while he said ; “It’s four dolin repair.
Every other use of the high- for a thousand tongues.”
lars.”
docs
which
not
interfere with tins
Beauty Regained.
way
We thought he had four dollars for us,
The beauty and color of the hair mav be safclv
public light, belongs to the farmer own- regained
and held out our hands, but he didn't
bv u.-ing Barker’s Hair B.al-am, which is
ing the adjacent land. He owns the soil, much admired for its perfume,cleanliness and dangive us anything. Instead of that, he
grass, trees, stones, and gravel, and druff eradicating properties.
said; “Haven't you got any money f”
everything else upon the surface or under
When a burglar makes a raid on the dwelling o(
Then Johnny explained to him that we
it, and may use them all in any way that a Texas editor, the only thing’thc burglar takes,
thought he would pay us for our teeth,
does not affect the public right of passage; w hen he leaves, is his departure.'
so that xve could
help our poor father.
How to Save.
and the law will protec t bis ownership in
The dentist began to laugh, and said
All
haul
workers
are
to
bilious
attacks
them just as much its though they were
subject
which may end in dangerous'illness. Barker's (.in
he didn’t pay for teeth ; but he would
inside his fence. No other person has any gcr Tonic
will keep the kidneys and liver active,
give us a letter that would make it all
and by preventing the attack save much sickness,
more right to pasture his stock there than
loss of time and expense. Delay at such times
right.
in inclosed lands; nor can he hitch his means
danger. [Detroit Dress. Seeotliej* column.
So he wrote a letter, and sealed it, and
horse to a tree there without being liable
Strawberry boxes are very much lity- Coney told Johnny to be sure to give it to Father.
for the trespass, especially if the horse Island
beer mugs—they arc pretty thick, ami tlie
He kept laughing till the time he was
should gnaw the tree or do other damage; bottoms try t<> get as near tin* top as possible.
writing it, and xve thought he was the
he can, in fact, only puss orderly along.
Eor nil the forms of scrofulous, mercurial and
man in the world.
pleasantest
As to road fences, the laws do not. with
blood diseases, tlie best medicine, because the most
When we got home, Johnny said we'd
ihc possible exception of those of New searching and thorough, is AVER’S SARSAPAbetter wait till after dinner to give Father
Vork above noted, impose any obligation ; RILLA. Experience proves that there is nothing
his pleasant surprise. And at tirst 1 was
and the farmer may, if he chooses, re
else which so surely cures these complaints. A s a
glad we’d waited; for the roast beef was
move such fences, without impairing his spring medicine, it- idealising and vitalizing effects
too brown, and Father said :
“There
right of action against the owners of any are unequalled.
never could be a piece of beef done
right
domestic animals that enter and do damSold by all druggists. Ask for AYER’S SAKS A
in this house; and Mrs. White, my dear,
BARILLA, and do not be persuaded to1 take any
age by that means.
if you could only have a carving knife that
11 a person lets his cattle go in the high- other. Brice, $1; six bottles for $f>.
xvould cut I 1 believe your son uses the
h“
is
liable
for
the
Win
is
way,
the birch rod in school like the food furntrespass they
knife for a jackknife.”
commit by simply being there unlawfully: ished to bruin in a menagerie? It is now and then carving
We felt so sorry for poor Father that
to hear.
brought
for the grass they consume, for the injury
we thought we’d give him his
We Can’t Talk
surprise
they occasion to the sod or by barking
then, so he’d feel better. Johnny took
the trees, and for any other damage they Without showing the condition of our teeth. Every
laugh exposes them. In order not to be ashamed of out the letter and gave it to him.
He
If while there they hook, or them, let us use that standard dentifrice, ><>/<>may do.
sits next to Father, and I sit next to
kick, or bite any person lawfully using DON’T, which is sure to keep them white and spotless. No tartar can encrust them, no canker a fleet
Johnny. Father took the letter, and said;
the way, he would he liable for the injury. the enamel, no
species ol' decay infest the dental
“What’s this, sirf”
.V man once turned his horse into hone, if SOZODONT is regularly used. It is a boAnd Johnny said : “Read it, dear Fa,
tanical preparation and its bemdlcial effects on the
a public place where children were
play- teeth and gums are marvelous, as it removes all and see.”
ing. one of whom began switching the discolorations, and renders the gums hard and rosy.
Then Father read it, and wrinkled his
hnl!»
horse, which turned and kicked and killed
forehead all up, and we thought he was
"It s no use to feel of me w ri.-t, docther,” said
the child
He was convicted of manI’at, when the physician began taking hi* pulse; going to burst into tears, like the sick man
slaughter.
“the pain is not there, it’s in me hid entoircly.”
<lid when the good little girl brought him
Notwithstanding the fact that the farmthe oranges.
Rut he didn’t burst into
Sold Out.
er owns the land of the road, he cannot
tears,
lie threw the paper across the
to Henry, Johnson At Lord.
special
Telegram
use it himself for any
purpose which at
Freedomville, <>hio.—We have sold all those Laxand said :
all interferes with the public rights there. ter’s Mandrake Litters you sent us. They give table,
“What’s this, Mrs. White! Have you
He can not put his wood piles, wagons, universe* satisfaction. Send us twelve dozen forthwith.
J. WKRTS A; Son.
been running me into debt, after what 1
or pig pens there ; and if be does, and the
The llev. Chas. E. Piper, of Wakefield, H. I.,
told you this morning!”
writes:
"I
used
have
Laxter’s
Mandrake
Litters
traveller runs into them in the night and
in my family for over two years, and as a result
And Mother said : “I’m sure I don’t
is injured, he would not only be liable for have not called a
Physician iii the whole time. My know what you mean, dear.” Then she
the private damages sustained—t Linsley wife had been an invalid for years, but these Litread the letter, and called us naughty
ters have cured her." Price, *25 eta. per bottle.
vs Bushnell, 15 Conn.
Si25) but he may
and "how dare you go and have
children,
A
Lowell
mother
left
her
to
be indicted for obstructing a public way.
baby keep house, and
sound teeth out without my consent!”
the baby upset a vessel of hot water. The !>ab\
will not have to keep house any more.
And Father said that, “What we had
The wash used for fruit trees at the
done was catamount to robbery; going and
Only two Bottles.
Messrs. Johnson, Holloway At Co., wholesale getting him into debt of our own
government gardens at Washington is
accord;
of Philadelphia, Pa., report that some
prepared as follows: Put half a bushel druggists
and you may go to your rooms and think
time ago a gentleman handed them a dollar, with a
of lime and four pounds of powdered sul- request to send a
good catarrh cure to two army about it till your mother and 1 come.”
in Arizona. Hccently the same gentleman
phur in a tight barrel, slack the lime with officers
We’ve been in our room ever since, and
told them that both the officers and the wife of (ien.
hot water, the mouth of the barrel being John C.
Fremont, (iov. of Arizona, had been cured both Father aud Mother said they were
covered with a cloth; this is reduced to of catarrh by the two bottles of Ely’s Cream Lalm. under the
u’cessity of-—
Messrs. Ely Bros., Druggists, Onego, S. Y.—You
the consistency of ordinary whitewash;
have struck a bonanza in your Cream Lalm, for the
Well, Johnny says a switch is the worst,
add at the time of the application half cure of Catarrh, Hay Fever, &o., and it justly merits but he doesn’t know
anything about a
it.
The sales are
an ounce of carbolic acid to each
increasing/ Yours
gallon truly, M. A. Lyon constantly
Anyhow, it’s over for this time.
& Lro., Druggist, Montrose, slipper.
of liquid. It is applied in the spring.
l Pa.
Price 50 cents.
*2w*20
[Ada Neyl in St. Nicholas for May.
Tew farmers' wives have the time to
i very delicate
t
we; i
wl h require as much
plat
Neither have
Dts
sing
v ti.,
aase the rare exoties
a
are fond of introducing.
•:
ii
then:. a garden or yard
i. Teed very'beautiful
hy plants
a
is hardy as most held
crops, and
•'•cd may generally be procured
extra expense.
The most fra-i
ut and one of the most beautiful of all
ti-c.-wiing plants is the sweet pea, and
as easily grown its the common
garf
ti.-id 'm a.
W ith jiroper attention
yield a successiot of hlessoms from
The
y summer to the last oft h-tober.
1 should be planted at least three
be-! s deep, so that the plants may resist
tie eflcets of drouth.
The vines show to
the l>e>t adv antage when trained to cords
fastened to wooden supports
They look
wed. however, running on ordinary '‘peasticks." l-'or making bouquets or for till
ing ases there is nothing prettier. Cultiv a' n has produced an almost endless
••
nnety in the color of these flowers.
The vines may he made to yield a sues-i ai of blossoms
by cutting oil'most of
th s,.(-d pods the evening after the dowels op< n.
If these an- left to mature the
pi a' a tiv eness of the vines will lie im_
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GENERAL

Political Outlook.

REVIEW OF THE EIEL1> OF MAINE
POLITICS.

A Portland correspondent of the Roston Journal writes to that paper on t lie political situation
in this state. In the course of the letter lie
writes as follows:
The Republican party will present a solid and
unbroken front to its opponents. 1 learn from
reliable sources that many Givcuhnckcrs of Republican antecedents have declared their intention of returning to the Republican ranks. The
financial policy of the Republican party under
Sherman, Wiiidom, and Folger lm> more than
exceeded the predictions of Republican leaders
during the era of the Greenback craze. The
people of Maine are enjovingan unusual period
of business prosperity■, a fact that Greenback
apostles cannot deny with any chert. Then,
too. tlit* "State steal" infaniv, and the political
character of the Fusion leaders, have alienated
many of the men w ho from conscientious motives entered the Greenback party. It is also
clearly evident that the Greenback* party, under
the lead of Governor Rlaisb d. is nothing hut an
appendage to tie* Democratic kite. There will
he no bolt of the temperance in* n from the Republican party unless the Republican < onv» ntion next month should nominate as candidate
for Governor a pronounced oppom nt of the
Maine law. which is not likely to be the ease.
Now that a plurality elects, even vote thrown
by temperance Republicans for other than the
regular nominees of the party is a vote east for
the Fusion candidates. Temperance men realize this. Tliev have learned that, as a rule, the
officers elected by the Democratic party cannot
be relied on to enforce the law.
In Cumberland, lVnobscot and Knox counties, where Fusion slieriils have been elected. there '> notorious violation of the law.
In Knox and Penobscot the law has become a dead letter by tin*
utter neglect of the officers to enforce it. The
law is enforced in Cumberland because County
Attorney Coombs and Mayor Libbey. of Rorttiid, both Republicans, obey their oaths of »>f*ee, and recognize the law as the settled policy
of the State. A vote for any other than the regular Republican candidates is a vote for five
rum.
Temperance men see this, and will not
he enticed into any action which will nullify the
Maine Law.
SOI.ON niASK
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of till- Democratic conventioils ill this
State is called at Bangor, dune 1st. The other
1 democratic convention is to he held at Lewiston, dune ’JTtli. The call of the convention promulgates the Greenback doctrine so ;,s t*» draw
Greenbackers into the I democratic fold. The
other I democratic convention at Lewiston will
not promulgate the Greenback doctrine so :,s
not to offend bond holding I democrats. The
convention at Lewiston will not make much of
a platform, hut leave the
platform t<> their candidate. The convention at Bangor will put in
a big pile of Greenback thunder in their
platform, so as to grease over Givenbackers as they
come into the Democratic party. When all have
got in the ladder will he pulled into the I democratic loft, and if the} get out they have got to jump.
Both conventions will nominate the same Democrat for Governor, and stop there. In the < 'migressioiial ticket tin Bourbon gr» ase and tie
Greenback “*ile" has got to 1m* mixed: and tie
mixture will he made later, in the heat of tie
campaign, when two ••square" 1 democrats and
two pretended Givenbackers will he nominal *d
for Congress. Tin* coiintv tickets will lx made
up in tie* same way. just before election, when
it will he too late to take backward steps. This
is what the Argus means l»y **a union ticket for
the rest of the otliees." [Them Steers.
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the Lewiston Journal. <...\ernor PlaBted appear' d 1m fore the (ireenhaek
state Committer for the purpose of
"defining
his position.” Why this was necessary, no one
can tell.
Perhaps it i* hoped that Soloii < ha*e’s
little hand will he scooped it His LxccIlelicV
c(unes down Mat footed
If the Journal is
correctly informed. (iovernor IMaisted i> opposed to any entangling alliance* with the
Democrats. He B said to ha\e declared himself a (irceiihacker now. that he will liv< a
(ireenhaeker and die a (ireenhaeker that if the
Democrats take him it must 1" a* a (ireenhaek
candidate. ||" said moreover that if he i*
elected it will he by tile back !n\\ n* and t lit*
ero>* road* and not’ b\
the front tier*. Hi*
Kxecllcney 1m*fore making these remarks (if he
did make them) should have sworn even man
to tell no otln r
except a follower of ’Solon
< base, since it i*
possible that even in Maine a
tew Democrats, on an off
year, may refuse to
vote for a man who says that lie i* no Democrat and it Democrat* vote for him it must be
a* a
(ireenhaeker.
if lie undertakes to ride
both the (ireenhaek and Democratic trick mule
he had better drive them a* one.
[Somerset
to
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Wednesday

week, in Turner, there was a
(•reenhaek jubilee in honor of "Them steer*”
and their owner.
Delegate* from towns in
various parts of the state were present. Thomas
(i. Burdin. IB«p. in behalf of Solon’s friends
made a presentation speech and donat'd to the
sage of < base’* .Mill*, press, type and banner.
Letters from prominent (ireenbackers were
read by Mr. ( baric* (base. I’m Me Solon mad'
a brief speech in a characteristic vein, not failing to promise a glorious tie-up. in the future,
for
Them Steers.” A number of ladies participated in the celebration, and patriotic
music wa* heard as Solon’s new banner w:t<
given to the breeze. A part of the celebration
was a procession from Thomas (i. Burdin’s to
Solon ( base’s.
on

‘•

Tin: ai«mistook Ri:i'i'Hi.ii ans.

Aroostook I{i‘pulili(*;tns only ask that a man
who is lit for the position and who will command the cordial support of the party throughout the State. In
presented in Convention.
Aroostook should send a full delegation to
Portland, and we expect from them harmonious
and united action, on the liasis above designated.
No delegations in Aroostook will be
-packed"
in the interest of any one candidate.
The
desires and aspirations of individuals will Inheld subsen ient to the success of the partv and
the welfare of the State. < in the ijuestion of a
candidate for Governor to be supported bv the
Hepubliean party, we only -prophesv" that a
candidate will be'nominated who will In- elected
by a triumphant majority. [Aroostook |{e-

publican.

Till-: lU TI.IMIK I’KUM WASHINGTON.

The political situation in Maine attracts some
attention here.
I met a prominent
Maine
gentleman the other day, and he gave some
items which will lie of interest to tin- Journal
readers. He says Gov. Plaistcd declined to
call the legislature together in apportion the
State, because lie thought fusion would lastrengthened by placing the Congressional
nominees on one ticket. In that ease, he said,
the democratic voter would support the fusion
ticket because la- found a democrat on it, and
the greenback voter would do the same because
lie found a greenbacker on it.
The plan of the fusion managers is to place
two democratic and two greenback nominees
on their ticket for Congress. Sam Anderson and
W. G. Davis, of Portland, and Hill, of Exeter,
(father-in-law of Gov. Plaistcd) are mentioned
among the democratic names, and l.add. Muivh
and Washington (filbert among the greenback
names.
Why l.add is called a greenbacker, I
don’t know, for lie always votes with the democrats in Congress.
Speaking of Congressional nominations reminds me that 1 asked a prominent Maine republican Congressman, yesterday, whether the
report was true that prominent Maine republican politicians had been here
recently to consult with the Maine republican
delegation with
reference to putting Mr. Blaine on the ticket
for < .’ongress,
lie replied that he bad heard nothing of such
a consultation, and that the rest of the delegation were in a similar condition: and added
that one always had to go away to learn the
news.
He said that so far as lie knew the
Maine republican delegation are attending
closely to their legitimate duties here, and leaving to the home republicans to select their
candidates lor governor and for Congressmen.
1 find that Senators Frye and Hale and
Heprcsentatives Heed, Dinglev and l,iudse\ are all
confident, from the tenor of their advices, that
Maim- is to go republican
in September.
[Washington Correspondence l.ewiston Journal.
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Iht* republicans, while
recognizing the fact
that the contest is to be a sharp one, are entirely
confident of success. They have already completed a canvass of the State, ami they feel that
nothing is wanted but earnest work, to make
their victory complete. If
they lose the battle,
it will be because republicans are not thoroughly awake to the importance of the contest, and
neglect to avail themselves of the votes they
have. Reports from every
county show that
not for years have the
republicans been so wide
awake, and so well prepared for the battle as
Let every republican realize
they are
the responsibility resting upon him, and all will
be well.
[Lewiston Journal.

today.

A KfSHIN

MISSTATEMENT.

Those who are familiar with Maine
politics
during tile past fifteen tears will be surprised

learn front a Portland'paper called the Globe
that Col. Robie is a "representative of the dynasty which forced (fen. Chamberlain into
private life." The last time that (ten.
Chamberlain's name was mentioned for a
public office was in 1871, when his friends
supported him for I'nited States Senator. < ol.
Robie was a member of the Legislature that
year and lost the Speakership because lie was a
Chamberlain man. In the republican caucus
he presented Gen. Chamberlain’s name and
advocated his nomination in a very effective
speech—a service for which Gen. Chamberlain
subsequently thanked him. [Boston Journal.

to

MENTION I.Nlt.S.

Gordon, of Portland, is out in a letter
denouncing Gov. Plaisted, declaring him unworthy of the confidence of the greenbaekers.
[Boston Post.
The following telegram was sent from BosII. P.

ton
for

to

a

Maine Senator

Worthington’s

:
“Before voting
confirmation have General

Butler promise not to stump Maine for tin1
Fusionists this fall as lie did in 1878 and 1880."
A Bangor despatch to the Portland City Item
says the letter of (low Plaisted to Major Berry
was put in type and sent through the state accompanied by a circular in the "straight" style
denouncing Plaisted and Berry and that the
Republican state committee was furnished with
a copy of the Plaisted letter by a Portland man
who was formerly quite prominent in the
Greenback party.
The straight Greeuhnekers ol Portland held a
meeting Thursday evening in Reform Hall.
About forty persons were present, 'l'he purpose for which the meeting was called was to
elect delegates to the convention to be held in
Bangor May doth. Considerable feeling was
manifested between those who were in favor of
supporting Plaisted under certain conditions
and those who will not support him under any
circumstances. A committee was appointed to
select delegates, whose names are to be presented for approval at a subsequent meeting.
A
Kl'M IN IS< T\<

Maine
I S

Specially prepared

C. Washburn,
whose death
reported last week, was tlie fourth son of
Dreal Washburn, of Livermore, Maine.
His
old<*r brothers were Israel Washburn, junior,
and
Klihu.
His
Algernon
younger brothers
were Charles,
Samuel and William,
(.'adwallader was'horn in Livermore. April 2<>. Ms.

In Ml. after a brief residence in Boston, he
removed to Mineral Point. Wisconsin, where
lie practiced law and bought lands which rose
rapidly in value and made him a rich man.
lb* was twenty-three years old when he
settled in Wisconsin.
In lsr>4 he was elected
to Congress and was twice re-elected,
serving
until 1801. when lie declined a re-election.
He was a delegate to the Peace Congress of
l^d. Afterward In* entered the military service as colonel of the 2d Wisconsin
cavalry.
In dune, 1SU2, he was commissioned as
brigadier general, and in November, 18(52, as
major general of volunteers. He served in
Arkansas and afterwards at the siege of
\ ieksburg. After the capture of that
stronghold he was ordered to tin* department of the
Gulf, where he commanded the Pith corps. I
November, 1 sc,;;, he commanded the expedition which captured Fort Fsperau/a at the entrance <>f Matagorda bay. in Texas. In
April,
18bf, lie relieved General S, A. Hurlbut, in
command of the district of West Tennessee,
at Memphis.
This command he held until the
close of tin* war, when lie returned to Wisconsin. He was re-elected to Congress in 18(>(>
and again in 18(58, serving until 1871, when lie
was elected Governor of Wisconsin for two
years. He has been largely interested in the
manufacture of lumber at La Crosse, Wisconsin, and with his brother William in flour
mills at Minneapolis. His health had caused
much anxiety to his friends for some time. His
brother Israel accompanied him a few weeks
ago to Arkansas Springs, where for a time he
seemed to rally, hut tin* improvement was
temporary and delusive. He was a brave
soldier and an upright and courageous statesman.

Solon Chase’s attention for the people who
cowhide boots is discounted by Governor
1’laisted's devotion to tin' inhabitants of the

wear

cross roads and back lots.
This rivalry brings
to iiliii< 1 the assurances of Thomas Codlin to
iiittle Nell, in the “Old Curiosity Shop.” “God
bless von," said Mr. Codlin. “Recollect the
friend. Codlin’s the friend, not Short. Short's
very well as far as he goes, but the real friend
is Codlin—not Short.” This address left Little
Nell in a state of extreme surprise. She did not
know that her companions suspected that she
had run away and anticipated a reward for
taking her home. The Greenbaekers fire sure
to be taken into
camp on one side or the other.

Mr. George Otto Trevelyan has been appointed Chief Secretary for Ireland.
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syrup on that day. Thus the whole route from
Five Forks to Appomattox was tilled with in-

April

Life.

From

ed that

1st to tin- iltli of tin' same month
was an exciting time in the
Army of the Potomac,

especially so
it

with the Fifth corps, whose
Cavalry. At

to support Sheridan's
two o'clock in the afternoon of
was

thirty-five

indications of halting.

no
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April

duty

On the Stli of

forgotten.

had a tedious march of

we

miles. The sun sank from view, hut there were
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day

Our regiment chancmarching in the rear of our
position which all soldiers will

to he

whole division,

a

remember is the hardest in the whole line.
Just at dark we entered a forest through which
was

single road,

a

road

tilled

vvtis too

The bill prohibiting the disfranchisement of
women has passed the third reading in the New
York Assembly by seventy-seven affirmative
votes, and it is believed that the Senate will
Miss I.izzic Sargent, the younger daughter of
the Minister to Germany, intends to pursue her
medical studies at a German university. She is
already a qualified physician, having been graduated at the Pacific Medical College.
Mrs. II. E. ( rocker and Mrs. II. \. Johns
were appointed April 17th, apolice Matrons
to look after women prisoners in police stations
and courts, through, the action of the First
Brooklyn Woman’s Christian Temperance
Enion. which furnishes the money for the
purpose.
Several ladies are employed on tile staff of
eemputers iii the astronomical observatory of
Harvard College.
We believe that women
have shown themselves especially competent
in the ordinary reductions of observations in
more than one
Kuropean observatory.
At the last November election held in the city
id' Cheyenne, Wyoming Territory. 1,4:14 votes
were polled, olt) of which were voted by the
women.
This proportion confirms the recent
statement of Governor Hoyt that women vote
ill proportion as largely as'tlie men. in Wyom-

ing.

The progress of women towards complete
parity with men in all the relations of business
is illustrated by the establishment of an advertising agency at No. llOTremont street, lioston,
Mlaisdell A Foster; and the proprietors are
Misses 1.. A. Mlaisdell and K. F. Foster.
Mr. W. K. Kollock. of .Madison, Wisconsin,
has four daughters. The two oldest are welleducated physicians with large practice; the
third is a successful and popular minister of a
church in a Chicago suburb; the fourth i- a
successful dentist at Chicago.
The Senate of the General Assembly of Rhode
Island, by special committee on woman's relation to the laws and the constitution, made report, recommending no action at this time, in
v iew of the fact that the
question of a constitutional convention is to be submitted to the elecjilt's

Judge Mrady

has common sense to support,
him. even if he lacks legal precedent, in holding
that a wife has a right to sue her husband for
damages from assault and battery. The ...
of wife beating and wife murder in this
city has
become intolerably long and offensive.
[Christian l nion.
I n W iseonsin. a committee of women cons'sting of Mrs. FniniuC. Maseom. vvifeuf President
Museum, of Wisconsin I'niversity, Mrs. M. I..
1 lelaplaine.and Mrs. Helen R. (>liu have undertaken to introduce suffrage literature into the
newspapers of that state as far as possible.
It is worthy of notice that the bill which admits women to practice in the courts of law,
was
passed without a word of debate. Some
voted for it who voted against suffrage. Will
some one of these
explain why it is more ••unwomanly" to vote than it is to practice at the
law.
[Salem. Mass., observer.
The Connecticut State law has just been
amended by the House of Representatives
so
that women as well as men may vote on the
election of trustees of Methodist churches.
Meetings for such elections are to be held in
January instead of September hereafter. Unreason alleged is the insufficient attendance
of male voters.
Five women, graduates in good standing of
several reputable medical colleges, applied
recently to be admitted to membership in tin
Philadelphia County Medical Society, and
were blackballed, although the society bail
prev iotisly voted that wonn n should be eligible
for membership on the same terms as men.
At the late debate in the Massachusetts
Senate on municipal suffrage for women, a
couple of Represen'ativcs stood listening to
the debate, t >ne was heard to say : •‘They're
all Free-I.overs. aren't they?" Tim other replied. “Well, they all tend that way. lion't
believe in the Millie, pon'l believe in nothing.''

Kliligliteiied legislators,

are

they

not-

Another lady lawyer. Miss Hall, of
mineeticut. has passed an examination befon a
committee of the bar association, who have
made a favorable report in her ease to a full
meeting of the bar. The only difficulty in tinway now seems to be a legal question as to the
admissibility of women. This question, the
Home Journal reports, is to be argued before
the Supreme Court next month.
A lady. Miss K. I
Keelv, is proprietor of a
large establishment for the manufacture of
steam
boilers, fixtures and machinery in
Williamsport. Pa. The receipts of her business
exceed Sgonu per month, and she selis
her goods in all parts of the country, cast
and west. She was om-e book-keeper for the
til‘111 which carried on the works, but it failed;
the business was sold and she became the

purchaser.
The "New Century Club." of 1‘hiladclphia.
one of the largest, is also one of the most
conservative of woman's organizations. One
of its standing rules has hitherto been that
the question of woman suffrage could not be
broached in its meetings. Hy general consent,
this rule was set aside, last week, and tin
tabooed topic was the formal title of the paper
read by Mrs. Turner one of the founders of
the club. A second innovation was made by
having gentlemen discuss the paper. The
meeting is reported by the corresponding
secretary as one of the most interesting ever
held by the society. Woman suffrage and
what it involves, is the main political question
of this century. Hy considering it. the club
proves its title to its name.
Garfield
ud'KAi.
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points in tin* campaigns through wiiuh \\v
iuul passed.
So \ve shouted back in reply,
•'That's played out!" ••Ti ll it to tlie recruits"
‘Tut him in

Him

canteen!" -Tut him out!" rive
Thus the first intelligence

a

hard tack!”

a

of the glorious victory fell upon sceptical ears.
Hut < oloncl Morrill soon rode hack
along our
line and told us that the news
moment
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survivors of that army.
I’he situation of the t\\ o armies at that time
is so well known that I wil not dwell
11(1011 it.
tiencral Fee, with Iiis brave armv. was making
a last retreat and was
pursued by a leader of
remorseless energy,
idle ■ebci chieftain was
endeavoring to reach Xort! < 'arnlina, where lie
could effect a junction with the troops of Johnson. and tints imped to prolong the conflict.

And doubtless by skillful manu-uvering and
swift movements lie expected to
t-s.-ape from
tlie clutches of his old enemy : hut (Irani threw
His army corps upon the rear of Fee's
army
with such force that the retreat soon iMcanif a
rmir.
There was incessant fighting and
oners

prisoncaptured by thousands. W hile
thus pressing tlie tvhel army in its

were

<ri’aut was
I’hil

feat',

■'lieridan. with

his eavalrv ai.d the

I' ifth corps was «wti ping along Fee's tin 11 k like
tornado, tints preventing iiim from reaching
North ('amlina. I wish 1 could picture -hi ri-

dan

used to

we

as

ly examined

him.

see

pictures

many

charge of the work under such plans as
may deem most eflieacious. In either ease
it is desired that a complete list of subscribers
be kept, as all subscription lists, as well as
copies of papers puhlislung the same, are desired for deposit in the corner-stone of the
statue, and will be carefully retained for that
purpose.
James Barnett, Cleveland. <>.
J. ('. Smith, Chicago, III.
Anson (i. McCook, New York.
Wm. A. Kouinson. Pittsburgh. Pa.
A. It. I'ndekwooI), Boston, Mass.
John Ui hm, Nashville, Tenn.
Henry M. Cist, Cincinnati, »>.
J. (i. Parkhi rst, Coldwater. Mieli.
H. c. Corbin, Asst. Adjt. Gen. r. s. A.
Washington, 1). C.,
Corresponding Secretary and Treasurer.
take

they

A six pound cannon ball, supposed to be a
relic of the Revolution, was found at Washington (formerly Harlem) Heights, N. Y., the
other day, by a workman who was digging fence-

post holes.

of life or death,

*asc

tIn

heavy
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I suppose are life-like, hilt somehow I have
been disappointed. Not one of them
does justice to tin- peerless i’nion leader,
litis i- how lie appeared on the held
y

always

short. thick sot man. with wry short legs, hibroad shoulders a little stooping a- lie -at upon
II is horse, very large head witii hair
clipped
close, a short thick mustache, hi- uniform

usually

the worse for

and spotted with
mud, a soft felt hat at least Iw, -jz... too small
for the head il was designed io eo\ er, and for
wear

keeping usually pressed down upon a
portion of the back of ids head. lie rode
a
splendid horse, usually went at a round
gallop, and rolled and Imunccd upon the back
sale

of his steed

walking

much

as

up the aish

years cruise at
also of

old sail

an

of

a

wiwn

does

church aft

r

a

four

>oun of hi- surroundingsingular charaeti 1. At liis

-ca.

were

usually rode a party of a dozen scouts,
clad in the neat gray uniform of rebel oflicers
and ranking from captains to colonels. They
side

It

us.

of

>ne

our

stock of his rifle down

who had command of the run Voile up to Lieut
Bickford commanding our company, and ordci
ed the man's arrest. Bickford chanced to ha\<
rifle in hi- Hands i hat In
and with

n.

nu

was earry imr for one
half muttered exclama-

a

tion he dalt tin Sergeant's horse such a Mow
that horse and rider went down together
and
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we

memorable
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night.
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hour- and were
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for
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and at

daylight there could not have
sevcnty-tivi men in our regiment,
the sun wa- rising Sheridan sent hack

»ut.

been
dust

ver
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as

that if

word

would rush on, Lee would be rapthat day. We forgot Jin- lomr night's
mareh. and pn
i on with great rapidity. Notice was ai-o gi\i-n t hat a I nine o’clock we would
tured

we

on
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draw rations.

L i- m.-dle-- for me to -ay that
after that notie.- wa-given 1 had n<» thought of
falling out. It w a- a beautiful spring urn run a
The air wa- -oft and

balmy. Pin -un -hom
cloudless sky. and a lie climbed in tin
eastern horizon lie -aw the two gr- at armie- in
close proximity to ach other. L- e standing t
from

bay

a

with the

broken

fragments

of

a

army : < i rant thr* w ing the blue lim
of death around him.
Nine o'eiock
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not
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An
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upon the head of one of the leading horses and
the animal staggered and fell. The •Sergeant
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of Sheridan, which
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volumes complete the new
uniform edition of Dr. .1.
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works,
author
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noticed in a previous issue of tile
Mi-s Hilbert's Career is ... tl,e

Journal.
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Dr. J. (;. Holland.

earlier novels, and Nicholas Minium

s

published

as

serial in

a

Scribner's magailli a large num-

zine. Botii have found favor

vv

ber of reader', and in tie- present edition artlikely to reach many thousands more. Charles
Scribner's Sons, publishers, N,-w kirk.
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Wood.
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By Man Hartwell CatlierI.othrop ,v Co. Price si.Kocky Fork has within tie-

D.

past three years

ma l
le-t'self a place among
American novelists. There are few who pi.ssess
her peculiar tali lit of telling a story in a natural and effectiv.- manner, or vv[io~e dcscripti.ms

of

Unit reijuired skill, tact, and t ool, delihernti
They would simply outer the rehej
linos and make tlieinseh
familiar with all

\i\j,l and life-like,
places atv
help 'u iug charmed with thi- st,,vy.
which has for its principle character a mother
less I it t H girl, the daughter o| a eon nt rv doctor,
who is brought up by humble relatives in tin
country until she is taken away by a rich aunt
to In finished at a large boarding-school.
Tin
pictures draw n of life at Porky Fork are of tin

their movements.

most
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which will he read

evidently brave, jolly, reckless fellows,
was a most dangerous
occupation

Were

and theirs
one

daring.

Dashing from one brigade
another, they would claim to In on one
general's stall', and tin n on that of another to
-nit the situation. They would ghe orders that
purported to come from reln-l roinmauders to
colonels, iptarlermasters. and oflicers in charge
of wagon trains, and ilios,. being obeved, would
add to the confusion of the robe!
hastened its destruction.
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flic t urn nev of tin Future,’' in vvltieh In- iudieales the measures that will have to be taken
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urn nev after
the national debt has been extinguished.
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and old.

dover and

one
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fascinating charucti

rebel colon, i

a
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: preand orders you to park
ymir train in that tie it l vomit r.” and then rod.
swiftly away. The order was obeyed, and soon

ed

and

!io had charge
train and said, “(icneral
(nam-

his

sents

people

>ne cannot

••

huge ivIm I wagon train w a«* toiling through
a long piece of woods.
The drivers were lashing their hungry mill* to make them go as fast
as possible t(,
escape from Sheridan's cavalry.
\

were

the war path, and Sheridan’s eavlary earn,
out from among the trees, ;,nd tie
whole train was capture.| and destroyed in a

v
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article

few moments time.

paper i' on,- entitled, "lias hand a \ .dm :" !,v
Isaac I.. Pie, it belli:
ci i; a ... ole- I,| the
fundamental postulates ,,f Henry ..-go's po-

treat.

was

brigade, leading

rebel

He

was

met one

tie- head

at

-.1

them in tle ir

afternoon,

a

hasty reday or two

—

The press and postmasters throughout the
country will receive and forward subscriptions;
or, if preferable, a committee of citizens may

crashing down upon

came
a

a

before Lee surrendered, by a rebel stall ohie. r
At the last meeting of the Society of the Army
as he supposed, v. ho accosted him with < «• lev
of the Cumberland, it was proposed that under
commands you to take your men out in
its auspices there should be erected in the eitv !
of Washington a statue or monument in mem- i lie op'll lie id \ olid. T aiid halt there fora sh- t
rest.
ory of our former comrade, the late President
“In what direction is the field?” quo■lames Abram Garfield. With that end in view,
tinned the (icneral. The staff* officer pointed
a committee was appointed by Lieutenant Genids hand and then remarked, “If you will ride
eral H. II. Sheridan, president of the society
which organized and proceeded to work, and it
with me a few steps I can show it to you.” The
is with much pleasure that the committee an(icneral motioned for his stall* to remain and
nounce that
its efforts have met with smh
followed his guide.
liberal response from all parts of the country
They passed around a
as to warrant the assurance that the work will
dump of small Ire. s not over a dozen rods from
be consummated.
his staff and escort, when two other men in
The question now is, and to you we submit
rebel uniform' made their appearance, seized
it, shall the statue be such an one as we can
build with the funds on hand, or will you come the (ieneral’s hol'se
by the reins and bon- him a
to our aid in sm h a manner as to enable us to
prisoner to tie 1 nion army. As he rode past
erect a work of art in size, design, and workmanship in keeping with the glorious name our regiment to say that he was a disgusted
with which it will forever be associated, as well looking man would be a mild
way of putting it.
as an ornament to our
already magnificent cap- Success made these scouts reckless, and quite a
ital city.
It is proposed that the work when
complete shall be no longer the property of tla number were captured, and some, I beh. ve,
society, but be formally transferred through were executed before Lee surrendered. One
their Chief Magistrate to the people of the ot them rode
up to a rebel (icneral and gave an
t inted States to be a monument of their attenorder as to the disposition of the (ieneraLs
tion for all time.
We therefore present to you the opportunity troops. “Whose staff are you on, sir?” demandto unite with us in the work, and thereby enable
ed the (icneral. (icneral
answered the
us to make the structure in every respect
worthy unabashed scout. “That is too thin,
the name of America’s foremost people.
sir,” replied
To
that end, we request that on the 30th instant, a
the other, “for 1 am (icneral
and do
when
hearts
turn
all
in love and grateful
day
not recognize you as belonging to
my staff.”
remembrance to the soldiers of the Republic,
The poor fellow had made a mistake. He was
and we strew their graves with flowers, that a
feature of that day shall he the offering and so- instantly captured, and if Leo had not surrenliciting of contributions to the end set forth. dered on the following
day. his blunder would
Hut few can enjoy the privilege of placing a
have cost him his life.
flower on his grave on Decoration Day, but all
can contribute the cost of one, and thereby enAnother singular feature in Sheridan's
proable us to stimulate genius and exhaust art in cession was at least
twenty captured battle
the endeavor to plant here a statue that will
which were borne unfurled as trophies of
testify to men of all time the great love the flags,
thi' campaign. 11 is staff ollieers and
people bore him.
body guard
It is the desire of the committee that this
w ere all as rash and
daring as Sheridan himself,
work lie i/i jc al: one in which all the people can
and whenever they went dashing past us it
take part without feeling it to be a tax; and it
is therefore suggested that no contribution from
would stir the boys up to the wildest enthusiany one person on that dav shall exceed one
asm. while they would cheer as if a
pande-

dollar.

gun

boys brought

a

foe. Mdial
never In forgotten

a

almost

of hi-

flying

ic

when
was

e

sweeping

in

on

enrage their riders, and in the midst of all the
uproar there was a tierce warfare of words and
oaths and threats. We were descending a hill

a

M

forgot all the disappointments and hardships of
the past years in that moment of extreme satisfaction. Our caps went tip 111 tlie ail w shook
each other's hands and cheered until we were
hoarse, and all tlie'time < ur line was

a

iiik

was

wild with excitement.

were

we

Brigadier (icneral
Monument

vve re-

membered how often vve had been told of great
victories that never had been warn, when they

concur.

an

was

guns.

vote.

1

adwallader

for the

of Army

headlong into the

moment he was thrown

next

half tilled cask of syrup. lie was quickly hshed
out, and concluded that he needed no more

artillery, cavalry, infantry,
April 2d we baggage wagons—all pushing for the front. The
marched from the battle field of the preceding
night was dark. and in this blockade our regi.
yard.
day and soon crossed the South Side railroad. incut became separated from the division and
Dr. Anna Warren, of Emporia, Kas., has a
The boys were in high spirits. The
cavalry was left far in the rear. At ten o’clock the
practice of So. IK Ml a year, besides mining interwas in the advance and we
ests that will give her a competence in old age.
laughed, talked, situation had become much worse. It was
Miss Eula Marsh is secretary of an exchange joked, and ran to
keep up with the cavalry. We every oi.i* for himself. The artillery, each gun
for woman's work, recently established in Deknew that we had gained an important adv an- sm<l caisson
being drawn by -i\ horses, crashed
troit. which has met with decided success.
A social festival to lie held in Boston on the tage over the rebels, and with such leaders as and thundered along the narrow road and by
evening of May 31st, is a new and attractive Grant and Sheridan we knew that Fee would tin* right of superior strength claimed the "right
feature of the Woman Suffrage work in New
be hard pushed.
A stall' officer came dashing of way.** We inarched on as best we could,
England.
back along the line swinging his hat and shout- tired,
Mrs. Dr. Tyler Wilcox presented a ballot at
hungry and mad. If the artillery horses
the polls of the West Joplin Missouri school ing. “Petersburg and Richmond are evacuated came ton near, we would hammer them over
election, but the judges declined to receive the and General Lee is in full retreat 1" The
news
their heads with our
This of course would

—

<

Sketches

.Mrs. Mariella M. Kicker lias been admitted to
the bar of the District of Columbia.
Grace Babb, a .Maine girl,
recently stood first
and passed the best examination in a class of
lift at the College of Pharmacy of Philadelphia.
Mrs. L. G. Coburn, a lady of San Antonio,
Texas, has Jd.iHMl silk worms at work in her

A la w iston .lournal scribe lias recently served
up reminiscence- of evclv day life of the Lewiston of half a century ago. We quote as follows
from his interview w ith a gentleman w hom he
calls “the Major”
According to our interesting friend, the Major, the Laron Munchausen of Lewiston, the
champion of all the inventors of fables who
ever nourished in ibis county, was mie “Doctor” Stevens. The “doctor” was a tall, spare,
and gri/.zl\ Yankee, who acquired his professional title by his -kill in mending tall kitchen
clocks and doctoring disabled furniture
Ilis
favorite -tirgical instruments were a draw-shave
and a jointer-plane. IP w as a village carpenter
andiputterer, but rejoiced in the medicinal prefix
which wa> invariably accorded to his name. 1!*'
was an industrious," sober, and well-behaved
It is related of him that he told
townsman.
his stupendous yarns so repeatedly, each time
ornamenting them with some new flourish, suggested. perhaps, by a listener, whereby there
was a constant gain in etl’- et. that lie
finally believed them himself; and if a presumptuous
listener should have hinted then- might be an
apocryphal taint in any part of the doctor's autobiography. such an indiscreet person would
have met w ith a w ithering and deserved rebuke.
< >ne of tiie doctor's favorite
yarns, as restored !
by “the Major. is, in the lector's >wn language, !
\ erv nearly as follows :
“During the w ar between France and Kngland. I happened to be in Demarara. 1 met,
tie re,the captain of an Lngli.-h frigate who invit'd me aboard and w»- sailed out of the harbor.
W e had not made very far. before we diseover• da French
ship in the distance. She bon* down
”ti Us and vve discovered she was a much
larger
ve--el than ours, and -he carried more guns.
When she got nearer, vve discovered it was a
r -milar man-of-war of
loo guns.
Our vessel
was a twenty-eight gun
frigate. She gave u> a
-alute in the shape of a how shot that raked our
rigging. The captain of our frigate thought it
was u-eless to tight against such odd-, hut 1 told
him I thought 1 could heat the Frenchman. lie
-urrendetvd the command of the frigate to me.
i piped all hands aft, girded on mv sword and
made a brief addre-s to the crew
I told them
to tire every gun when 1
gave the signal with
mv sword.
Meanw bile the man-of-war had got
within short range and was getting ready to
hoard ii-. Our frigate hove around: 1 stood on
the quarterdeck and when 1 waved my -word.
1 was
very gun on the frigate spoke at once!
d>-at for seven weeks, hut the French man-ofwar was blown to h
in a minute and not a
soul on hoard survived !”
i he “doctor” related many tales of hi- provv>s in battle and hi- P ats at arms, of
which the
above i- hut a -ampk
After each tale of this
kind, if a shade of doubt Hitt. d across the face
of a li-t' iier. the “doctor” indignantly exclaimed :
11 on don't believe it. there, gent lemcn. is
the -ear." rolling down bis stocking -bowing a
small -ear on lii- ankle. This abrasion was offered in indubitable evidence of martial and
gor\ adventures in ever part of the belligerent
world.
There*.- the scar” and a satisfying nod
ot the head, silenced all skeptics.
1 he scene of one ol' the doetor's agricultural
yarn-vva- laid at Damarara. also. When the
usual after-haying stork's, of the big swaths
mowed. te.. were told, the doctor Used to reel
<>H"the following in an indifferent tone of voice,
a- lie
thoughtfully whittled long spirals from a
pine stick with his jack-knife :
••speakin' of mowin'. 1 am reminded of one
time win n I was in Demarara. I thought Fd
let '‘ in -ec how a Yankee could mow. A man
there, had a field of standing grass tifteen miles
long and he let me loose in it. I picked out
a
erook< d-snathed. tollable heav y scythe and
ground the edge dow n to suit me. 1 started out
•
arly in the forenoon and sent a man to the
bouse for my dinner. When he came bark to
tie* field. I vva-out of sight. He harnessed
up
a
team and started after me,
following my
swath.
Ho overtook me just a- I reached the
further eml ot the tie Id. 1 -ot dow n and ate mv
dinner, and then started to mow hack. Lv -midown I had mowed a double swath fifteen miles
long. I he Demarara folk--aid th* \ never see
no such mowin'.”
I lie filet that Stevens had lle\cr heel) outside
the State of Maine imparted an additional halo
to yarns oi this description and‘‘business was
suspended, \\ lnin*\er the “doctor"* began.
I hit Hilly so romantic as anything in Mmicliau^cn was the doctor's narrative of his gladiatorial struggle for the daughter of the King of
Portugal. “It was in the summer of
the
doctor used to ^ay. “I was promised the hand
in marriage of the daughter of the King of Portugal, il 1 would enter ami subdue a den of ferocious lions.
( rolled up my sleeves, stuck a
long dirk in my belt and took mv trusty broadaxe in my hand.
Filtering the den I slew every
lion and came out with a few slight sears.
The
King brought along his daughter and presented
her to me. but she was >o demined homely 1
wouldn't have her.**
one Oetobec evening, there was a
husking
bee ami I lie barn of I'ncle Dan'l Davis, the
old
to
whose
David's
(pinker.
memory
Mountain K a monument. Dr. >te\cns was in
his element: he rattled off adventures faster
1 ban he could strip the husks from the ears.
The large crowd encouraged him b\ laughter
and boisterous approval.
1 nele Daniel was a
«iuiet and smiling listener. At the close of each
am he
remark
*d
:
“Let's see, how
guilelessly
main years ago was that, doctor?"
\\ lien the -doctor* had
nearly exhausted his
imagination, the s!y old (Juak'T cautiously
asked: “How oht does thee call thvself.
doctor:*'
“>i\ty. uncle Daniel— win :"
“Ahem!
I have been keeping an aecouut of
thy stories and 1 tind by thy account that thou
art about I bo years old."
The roars of laughter that followed abashed
the doctor, somewhat, but he got out of the tix
by faltering out “Well. Pm no hand at re- I
numbering d ites.*'
*1 rememb r. when a boy," said “the
Major,"
“1 once saw the ‘doctor* at work with a very
long jointer plan *. -That's a prettv long
jointer, a in' it. doctor:' said I. He ‘looked
down as if Mtying my ignorance and replied:
■W hen I worked at laying the floor of St.
Peter's church in Home. I used a jointer thirty
feet long.'"

was

Work.

scram*

hie he found uiio ;c!f upon their shoulders. The

cidents never to he

WI1AT THE WOMEN AKE DOING IN THE FIELDS
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The Late Hon. C. C. Washburn.

little fellow, slim ami pale,

a

raised him from his feet, and in the

coon

NUMBER 21.
Woman’s

Munchausen.

oi
“IKXTOU”
LEWISTON.

was

not over sixteen years old who was known as
“Sis.-' On this occasion he was in the midst of
the crowil endeavoring to make his way to the
syrup. The stronger men crowding against him

Republican Journal.

this

monium hud broken loose.
On every hand we could see indications that
Lee's army would soon melt away. Prisoners
were pouring
into our lines by thousands.

Baggage

wagons, artillery, mortars, and baggage of all kinds, lined the roads along which
the rebels were fleeing. We never endured such

inarching
for

before.

to march

It was not an unusual

thirty-live

miles

thing

day.

We
grew tired and prostrated, but we wanted to be
there when the rebels found the last ditch of
which they had talked so much. Some sections
of the country through which we passed had
us

a

nothing of the war; and there foraging
Tobacco, molasses, bacon, cattle,
sheep, pigs and poultry were occasionally found,
and were quickly appropriated to our use. One
morning our regiment was passing a house in
seen
was

good.

which was discovered a large cask of excellent
of course a crowd quickly gathered.
syrup,
Men pushed and fought, each endeavoring to
obtain

a

portion

of the coveted article.

In

deitborg. Not tie |, ast

important

litical economy
Finally t buries 1. I.ydcck,
National Militia." iessays l>, prove that a
eonstitnt joiial impossihility.
\o

t

1i:>.

Mr. Lough How left an unpubli-hed p... m ,.u
H< eoration Day, which w ill appear in Hie n< \!
Atlantic.
1'lic early -ale of the tir-t edition of 11c- I*•
bone Nani", b\ Margaret >\Hnw
for tlio V. I. I'*. series. of w fiieh it i- 1 lie intro
Hoetorv volume.
“A Tallahasse < i irl.” a roeont **B m i lb m'’
novel, is said to in tin workof Mamie- riiompson. of Indiana, a writer «*f yerand artiri.
on areln ry for the maga/im*.
Mi-- Susan Hale ha- g »ne h> bump, i.icoiloci
of the third **bainil\ blightw hieh
thy material
will he taken ‘‘through s| aim" Tin- n.mu-, r pt
for tin* second. **o\ er birypt and S\ ri:
i- now
in preparation f«»r the coming lh !ida\ •-••a-on.
The June number >f |Vter-on*s Maga/im
contains a hcaut i ful ste. 1 <ngra\ in., "lb r l'ir-t
Hand at the Oar.” a colored pattern of tin <kcar
Wilde IN nwiper, a colored fa-hion plate
and tin* usual Inm-choM hints, receipts. and
patterns, w ith entertaining -hort stories, ami
the continuation of the
rial l>\ Mr-. Ann s.
■

Stephens.

The young readers of St. Nicholas w HI regret
the death of Mr. A. II. Thompson, one of the
editors of that magazine the one w ho persona ted
"Jaek-in-the-l’ulpit." Mr. Thompson was
thirty-four years old. and he died at hi- residence in Brookl} n.
The Ma> number of Bullion emitains. in addition to its full rc\ iew of the markets, and tinaneial statistics. maps of tin- « Mvgon Bacitic Bailway and connection-, and of the New York.
< hi ago »Y St. Louis Bailwax.
The taritl debate extended over six weeks,
which noarlv sixtv long speeches were

during
mad".

The wheat crop of Arkansas this season ithe best for ten years.
In many localities it is
already harvested and the y ieId 'pronounced excellent. It is a fully matured and linn berry,
and in some counties averages tvventv bushels
per acre.
Mrs. Scov ille hav ing taken the advice of interested parties to abandon her husband for tin
lecture field, the latter applied for a writ of
habeas corbus and alleges that her mind has
become unhinged.
Later adviees indicate a
reconciliation.
The

Wesleyan

Female

('ollege

in Cincinnati,

Ohio, has been struggling along for some years
with an oppressive debt, and announcement is
made that unless sno.ooo is raised before
of the current academic year its
property must he sold.
now

the

expiration

The society of the
St.

Army of the Tennessee, at
Louis, Thursday, elected W. T. Sherman,

with
president,
then

ing

a

full list of officers.

adjourned

to meet at

Tin* meet-

Cleveland,

Oct.

A banquet was held Thursday eve•Id, 1*811.
ning at which covers were laid for over .4000
persons.
M r. 1 Jersey, of A roostook, lias discovered that
tie Republican and I )emocratie parties have only
one principle between them, and that
is—“loy ally to the liquor traffic. So he issues a call for a
county convention, which is to overthrow the
giant evil supported by 1,4i'J.OnO votes for Garfield and 4,44*2,04.‘> votes for Hancock against 10,•404 for Neal Dow. If Mr. Her soy is right. In* proposes to pit Aroostook county against the United
States and overcome eight or nine million votes
with ten thousand.
[Portland Adv ertiser.
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There are

flu- history of th< Greenback party in Maine
to the present time i< succinctly told by the < lection figure* from ls7«; to the'State and Presidential election* iu isso.
rim Greenback vote
of tin State in that period i* a* follows:
l"7i».

1 iHire

1S77, Munson
i>7*. smith
G7a. smith

G. II.

candidate for Gov.
•*

••

to

be tils

pensioners

at

Parties have been digging for money on
Umm's Island. Jouesport.
Many cities and towns are already arranging
to observe Fourth of July.
The Whig says that Jo'siah M. Maybefrv. the
suiciding drummer, of Hangor, is rapidly re-

.YJO

••

••

reported

Togus.

covering.

at2i>l
4I..57I
47,04:5

< has.
Hamlin. Esq., son of Hon. Hannibal
1 lamliu. will deliver the oration in Hlue Hill on
iss :t \Vim\ev «. It. eatnli date for President
4,4u;»
Memorial Day.
l’!i«»ti_rh \ in Grecnbacker* nominated Harris
Franklin .Simmons has several orders for ideal
M. i’!ai*‘> .1 i'.*r G< Nerm.r in hs«. and support* statues from
wealthy English people who have
ed him at tin poll*, he w a* really the 1 >.moeratie
visited ins studio in "Home.
candidate. ha\ imr pledged himself to that party
The Whig says the rafting season at the Hanwhen he accepted the Democratic nomination.
gor boom will begin about June 1st. East year
The
which was talked of between the tin- first work was done
April 25th.
1 >»tuocrat and G lvenbaekri meant simply that
The Press says Maine summer travel lias
th Democrats bad swallowed lMaisted and the opened. The Pullman brought seventeen
pasGrecnbacker* who Noted for him.
General
sengers to Portland. May ltith. on the way to
Piaisted km w exactly what the trade was. but
Mt. Desert.
the trnat ma** of (iiv. -nhaekt-r* w ho Noted for
The Journal says a Ladies' Relief Corps, auxhim did not know they hail been sold to the
iliary to Seth Williams Post, G. A. It., has been
1 >• niocrats. The letter of Mr. Gordon, a Givenorganized in Augusta. Its object is to assi-t the
backer of Portland, r* e< utly published in our
Post in carrying out its charitable work.
columns, r* \eals the whole story <.f bargain and
Tile Hangor Whig says between tDirty and
sale of the Greenback r* in lssi'i. and tin* decepforty baud' have already signified their intention practiced upon them by Piaisted.
tion of being present at "the Lake Maranoeook
Tile inures abovi are very Mi^rirestive of tournament.
It is expected over eighty hands
theUlselNes. They show that tie Greenback
will be in attendance.
the
bidders for furbishing
party itp nv from .VJii vote* in Imo to 47.',}:; in
successful
Among
ls7'.k l'p to 1S7'.H.. mral Piaisted kept hi* place
supplies for the various departments of the
m th
lb-publican party in opp«»*ition l«» Green- Governnu lit are North Wayne Tool Company,
back! r* and !>• nioerat*.
During th* latter Hallowed. Maine, axes.
when
the Greenback party had •rroNvn to
Mr. Samuel Ingall' and his wife of East Mayear,
iarire proportion*. G m ral P!ai*t* d announced rinas have been married more than 51 years.
himself a Greel.barker, j u*h'd aside the old
I’lieir family numbered lg children, s of whom
leaders of the party under wln.ni it bad irrown
aiv now Hv ing.
They have :ll grand-children
to he a pow« r :n the Matt
and !»>came a com- and u of the fourth g< iteration.
tlichief place on th* Greenback
The low -t bidder for supplying the granite
petitor for
1
ticket.
\oNY let
for the \\ ashington monument is from the
u* coinpan th< 11 moeratie Vote ami Greenback
Hod well ( ompauy of Maine. 53 cents per cubic
vote from ls7<; down to the c!o*e of the Presifoot. Col. Casey’ha' recommended that this
dential election in ls.su. not ins: the r* iative
bid be accepted. It i' for twenty-three thousstrength of th.' two parties led ore and after | and cubic feet.
< ieiieral Piaisted
I lie ucrt age devoted to tillage crops 111 Aroosjoined ami betrayed the <*ivenbaekers.
took will this year be larger than everbefore.
I'iie
Ivote f<*r ii -V. and < .1
ti• ;- k \«
i<«i <.
good prie< realized last year for all prodPresident.
and !*n
tad' and the increased facilities for marketing
520
Talbot,
150,423 Gage,
crop' have stimulated farmers to greater efforts
.7. Williams,
42.247 Mnn--n.
and we hope tin y will be abundantly regarded.
'7-, Gam !■ n.
2-,2‘is
Ida- Grand bodge Knights of Pythias was
'7'M,um-l--n.
24.-'.1
".-.j:;
smith,
di session in Portland last week. Tilt- keep’mi. Han«v»' k Pres, e',.2^1 \\V;ivi r.
Moa
r
of Records and Seals reports the order in
Tin- n ad'T hi a\ .-rage inn-Uig. no w i' vary I
i I'etter condition linancially than ever .before.
h
tinle—-m which 1 lit* above ii gun's line
quickly :ii*u
|
dig made a net gain of 8211.00 in assets
convey. Tn* y tell of iln- -111:1 ii 1- ginning of the 1 of the Grand bodge during the vear and being
Greenback party. «.f ii- growth under ii- old
litii• 1> out of debt, with a total assets of 81.1-aders until it
\otc wa- limr
than iwi.v a; l'.'t.oo. (tffieers w ere elected for the ensuing
arg*- a- 1 liat east f*»r tli«
Democrat ic candidate
i year.
for 1 io\. rn-ir. and lie y ai-o -liow !i -w it want
Ida estate of ex-Governor ( ( Waslibitrn
into an almost total telip-e in i —•'. w liiD- tinaggregates .s2.oOO.imki. and ids public bequests
Democratic\ot«* tin same year went up to •
are o\or half a million.
211. 1" iug 4'h3r.o more \ ot* than wen- a-t for
Pauiel Murphy, of C armel, nine veal-', who
Garcelmi in lv7'». and 4.Tvs m-*r< v *tt-> than
lias lie. it subject to tit', w as given an emetic a
Talbot got in Imi;. in tin* Pi -id* nti:i’. campaign
few da \
ago. w hen lie disgorged thirty-one arof that year.
ia 1 e—, including silver and copper coins, stoic s
Tin* lend* r in 111 i- ■-mp-• .1 tin- Greenback
and pieces of cloth, ddie collection w as brought
part\ wa- Harri- M. Plai.-ted. il- betrayed
to Ratlin.r and exhibited.
into tile hands of That old dragon, tin Demo- |
apt. Hanson G. bird, of Rockland, died
cratic party.
11
r *hired it from 47.04:’. t«« 4.Wednesday afternoon of last week. He was a
4"!', increasing th*- ! >• 111 -"-rat i< vote at th- -aimprominent citizen of the place.
Pun from 2l.vd to
1.
i ln— tigur
dem\ tir. Thursday on the t (din road, four miles
onstrate a -olid truth.
Now Governor Plaist* d
from liangor. destroyed a house, two barns,
writes to Major Kerry chairman ot tin Green; liof'i sheep, hogs. hay. nearly all the farming
>
back committee: **.s
to..|s. two wagons, and part of the household
Ye-. le- will stand
good- owned by Willard Thompson. 'Idle cause
hy them until In <! 1i\- •- \. r\ Givenbacker of the tire i' unknown, boss 82000; insured
who will follow him into tin* l,ai.ds of tin- De81000.
Phi- i- the trial year with him. in
mocracy.
Mrs. bliza 7
wife of Rev. Mark Traftou. 1>.
which if In- docs m,t -in-ccrd in holding tile
lb. died Thursday morning at Hollister. MassaGr- id-..- k* r- which In led ovr in Ivni to tinchusetts. after a protracted illness, aged 72.
colors <d' tin Democratic ;.arty. hi- political
she was a daughter of tile Rev. 1 >a\id Toting.
doom i- s, a!i‘d. **Sauf will help liilll ail he call,
:t
leading Methodist preacher of Maine, aind was
blit He re are tilOll-aild- <-l lb pllhiicall Gl’Celiwell known and highly esteemed both ill Massahackcr- w ho w ill ne\« r con-eiit to i.e -«.ld and :
elm sett- ami her nati\ e State for her intellectual
d» liv.-rcd t- tin* party w lm-h
,i 1 ,! hand- with
attainments and her religious and social qualitin- rchcls ot tin*v nith in tin i;- war upon the j
t
Tin remains wen taken to Spripgtieid.
government. Governor Planted ha- made a
w here | oldie services wcri held
Sunday.
contract with the Democracy which In cannot
Thursday noon the farm buildings of"Rc\. A.
n
The
carry out. The game i- too'pla'idv
A Rideout. of Presque Isle, were burned, inn'•!* ction in tin- second < '<uigr«--iona' di-iriet reing caught from burning straw in the tic Id.
sulting in the ii ction ot N- |-on I >ingl< >. Jr., i.o-s. soon; no Insurance.
manifest! d that fusi« n hi lost its
in
that
*ip
Mr. Frye exchanged 'eats with Senator Miller,
pari of th State, while tin re. -nt municipal
and lias tints secured the best sent in the front
ei- cti-,11- d'-clare hy their result-that Ib publirow
"ii the
Republican side. Mitchell takes
euii Grecijl.acker- are
universally returning to Fry i"» old -eat on the back row
their oh! p irt y -t an- lard rat her than 1 again beidle two little girls w ho were so abused by
trayed into tin camp of the 1 »--inoerats w hither •lames Roan and his wife at Ft. Fairfield, are
they w. iv 1. d in l^vi by tin* w ib ---' Harri- M. improving rapidlv under tli care of Mrs.
IMai-ted.
K< lilieb. .iouril 1!.
Raker. U an and iiis w ife are in jail inl|oulton.
MM. 1'IKl ,*s mill'll \ I.
*»\ !
I 1 \| *1
awaiting tie action of the grand jury, which
will
-sit in September.
Hon. 1
<
A. Pike writ*
from
a'ai- t«- tin edHarold M. Small. of Rath, and
T.
itor of th*- Portland Ad
r i- r a- follow
I11 your paper «•! ;a-( Saturday y u gave cur- < '■ poland. of aiai'. are among file se\oi|i sclectd to speak at Harvard commencement thi'
rency to the following -t::!enn m ab-Mit m*
made by Mr. Ibi-t in th P lfa-t Am
; year.
Iu 1*72. In- w as a <. re.-lcy D.-m«» nr. and ran
dodge William R. Snell lias been reappointed
ludg. ot the Police Court. lM~triet of ( olitma 1 h-mocratii
ndidaie 1..r < ougr<
for this
ie.
.lodge sm.|] y :l native of Monmouth. Me.
district. A year or two later. In-’ wa- « -vied
b\-( ro\ ernor l’erham of Maine is in Wii'li» a!ai-. r
by Tin Deiin-er.it].r>---niafivto
’In !egi-iaiur* .against th** Kepimliean candidaie.
ing'oti and w as given a reception at which resident- of Maine and other New Knglaud people
In 1*7*. lie \oiuntcercd to -on-litutc him-. If
W e 1v pres. lit.
chief ndvi-cr in ilie organization of tin-GreenVt a recent inci ting of tin White Mountain
back party of thi- -«-ction *f tH< va*In isvo.
club iii Portland a communication was read from
he hud completed tin- -ire!..- and n appeared aProfessor Fernnld of the State college. Orono.
ehairinan of tin IT : ulei--: u State
>nv* ntion.*"
tie height of Katalidin as ascertained by
Mr. liu-t’s stat* nn 1.Twrong in the- par- giving
barometrical and trigonometrical methods. The
1 iculars.
Professor
was invited to prepare an article for
1. 1 w a- not a D- m01
:i in 1*72. and did not
The height of
1 wa- never a Democrat, and publication in the proceedings.
pretend to b
the mountain is stated at o.21.7 feet.
n<w- r claimed to i.
..in- in
my life, Greeley
Democrat or otic rwi-e.
1 wa- for Gn-.-h
iii
1*72. and tin country would have D n greatly
bein lilted if w. bad -u<a-. di d in electing him.
Generalities.
•*. d
I vva- in \' :
by .be i>, nioc'rafs ot
< alai-ahi l*77> 1 wa-clio-.-n
i’-Tii nTu--- to accept < liili’s tmns of
Ib-pre-i-nia’iv
Ib pie-.-ntativc. having b .-n elected by a hainlTin limplc 'U^rar season in Vermont lias been
-oiin majority without nomination. < alai- \vath-11 ln avilv ib publican and I was vof. d for a poor on*-.
both hy Democrat-and I’cpublican-.
in l*7n 1
en tary < hamllt
i* oppos«*d to any more
W a- r*:• c! 1 -. 1 by 1
b'pllb'iicail-.
Arctic expeditions.
i. In 1*7" 1 did not “et mi-! it lit c
my-*If chid
vi\ i-ei-" of the Greenback part\ and hud nothN' arly ooojmki people sijrnetl the
for
ing t*. do with it. At that tim«: Mr. Kusf. hav>• rjrt ant Mason's
panlon.
‘! 1 g < iMlgiv—ional
and Gubernatorial a-pirat'onc-r*— now appears to favor the hill for
tion-. \vrot» tile wi-hing aid in the Greenback
movement and ! n pli* d to him that I had dispcii-ionim: Mexican veteran*.
tinct opinions. frequently
< Me <
xpr---* d. ujion uvliic-ip* firm kill* and packs •Joojooo atleu.-y ii* -tion-. and they w r* entirely at varilie anil .'i.noo.oou lings each year.
ance with his tiieori*--. and declined
his
joining
nn-v iiii nt.
i ll* number i>l' tires and aggregate ins- in tiii"D-niir- Mr. liu-t know- bett. r than Jo b,
country in 1 — 1 exceeded lsso by 10 per cent.
in
this
writing
way. hut doubt 1*-- you were
Tlie -trike at Fail Hiver i- at ail end. Tlie
not a war*- of the fact or
you would not have re- demand* **l tin
help were partially acceded to.
produced hi- article.
••

••
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Chijrle-

--

petijion

Tl" 1 ’.-n-ioji Appropriation hill ju-t cimipletru.N<;m-:sMo\Ai. v»mi\ \
*1 appropriate- in round mimhcrs,'$100.n0o.ooi).
It >• pins that tin* assumption 1 hnt Hon. -ih
I'll* n-c ipt- of ajinl. at the Boston market
1- Millik* n li:ul other ambition- which \v<>ui<l
I" i"
n .Ian. 1-1 and Mav 2d have amounted to
reinov*- him from the ii.-t ->f eandidah
mr the
loti.074 bids.
«
oiigres^iuiial nomination w a-ern m-ou-. Mr.
Millikcii is a »andidate and \vi!! j• r*
nt as
I n lay. a furious gale raged in (intario. < an..
minis upon tin < -mx <i:t ion. tin- partv u-ag<* of
New York and Newfoundland.
a n nomination, tie
fact that la- -aw’ an entire
•lames Vick. till well known seedsman of
-mnnn*r *»t hard .vork to th«
ampaign two
H ‘chi -ter. X. Y..died on the Itith.aged<4 years.
v.-ar- ago. ran ID ahead of hi- ticket
in hi«•'UIlit \ and loo ahead in t lie di-t riet ami ilMT' a
\d'i,-es from Egypt announce that the solar
'i the
over
'Republican vote in the district
thatoftlie last preceding election, lie claims '■eiipse came oil’pi'oniptlv and according to prothat tie part .»!' T *.- -tat** lying ea-t of tie Im h- j gramme.
n* h**e Riv* r should furnish two of tie*
lour
No bid was made for the Sprague estate at
representatives, especially a- tie Gubernatorial auction rhursday. ami tlie sale was
adjourned
candidate is likely to com** lr«»m the western ! without
day.
-id. of tie* -tat*-. an*l the nomination of Me—r-.
Guin an i- much atteeted at the derision of the
Re«*d an*! Dinghy will be made bv eoinnion
court in bane, and now -ays lie relics on execuagr* eiuenT and *on-**nt.
Mr. Miliik.'n i- a \.*r\
bright and aid** man ami i- well kn«*w n throiigh- j live clemency.
lit th** nation a- an
\**< jiti<mall\
brilliant
Numerous applications have been made to see
-tump speaker.
Guiteau lmng. The assassin begins to exhibit
i*.•»
have
n
••ircnlated for *ignatur« j
Paper*
symptoms of physical weakness.
throughout tie -'at* containing a iv*ju«*>t 1*
Mr. Plain*-to 1 »*•*•*. e a < ngr* --i**nal earn li* late.
Tl)' ■Jennie Cramer murder trial at New Ha• »1
eourse hi- ean<li*iae\
would impart great I \ eii. < mill., attracts more and more
attention as
liveliness to the campaign and tie- Republicans
it proceeds, it will last for some davs
yet.
of Main** would b«* glad t»» do him honor. Hut
it i- not expected 1 Hat he will consent to b<* a
The Irish police have not yet discovered the
1
candidate under th* circumstances.
a—assins of Lord Frederick Cavendish and Mr.
tin's
movement hardly conics within th**
Burk' though they continue to make arrests.
range of
practical discussion in <<>n-id* : ing th** nominaI.ieutenant 1 lanenliower and three comrades
tions.
[Portland Press.
"t die .Jeannette expedition inn*■ enibarkeii at
•-<>!.« »N < H \si; in i*i ms i;i».
Cmiistadt on the steamer Hidalgo for England.
“Them .—ieci’s** of la-t wv.-k comments a- f«dExtensive preparations are in a statu of forlow- on Plai-t* <T- letter t<* “Dear -am"
wardness for a reunion of the Army of the
hen l lielc Solon mak* sin*h t blind* r as tin*
1’otomae
in Detroit in the early part of next
aho\.- it is said lie is tn ing t»»
help th*- Kepuhli- month.
< an
party. When Gov. Plai-t* *1 -hoiit- **no
trade" the Democrats are not disturbed for
II i- understood the grand jurv ha- found a
they know a trad** has already been made true bill- against Kcrdcll. Brady aildj. \V. Dorfor a “union ticket for the rest of the offices.”
sey. charged with frauds in connection with the
It would not disturb the Democrat- in th** least
star route service.
it Gov. Plaisted should hurl -*juar«* junks of
l’re-ideiit Arthur is announced to attend the
‘frozen truth" at them, for tln*\ know the
Plaisted gun. when aimed at the* Democratic exi n i-r- of the Grand Army of the Republic,
in
New \ ork at the Academy, Decoration
is
loaded
a
with
blank cartridge. Words
party,
I)av,
Gen. < irant presiding.
uttered by Goverftor Plaisted, w hich -ofte.i tin*
hearts of tin* Democratic leaders like milk and
The truth in regard to the famous
forged
honey, if uttered 1 *\ 1 nel** Solon would he \ inMorey letter i- at last likely to be discovered.
egar to tin* souls.
Gov. Plaist***l has mail*
John I. Davenport is following the matter
up.
(ireenba<*k
“straight"
thunder before. mkI th**n
and it is likely that one of the men who knew
*lid all in bis pow-r to advance tin interests «.f
the
will
make
a
full
particulars
confession. It
the I teinocratic party. Tln*\ can trust h m, and
may In an unpleasant disclosure for certain
• v«*rv
Democrat in tin* State will vote for him.
Democratic
prominent
politicians.
no matter how much truth In*
may tell about tin*
leaders of the Democratic party’between now
The leading marine underwriters of Boston
and election. Their only
anxiety is. tin fear have signed a memorial to Congress, asking
that Greenback) rs won’t vote for him.
that tin- distribution of the Geneva award
money, now in the treasury, be left to a Cnited
I’l. A IS IT! 1 >*s TRK\< IIIRY Ji) KRl.KNRA* KKRS.
States court, giving sueji court full
jurisdiction
In last week’s issue of Them Steers on**P. II.
to bear any and ali claimants to said fund, and
Gordon. * * 1 Portland, publishes a letter
to decide who is
arraignentitled thereto—witii
legally
ing (low Plaisted for t reachcry to 1 In* greenback the right to appeal to the supreme e*IIIrt.
party. He charges tin* Governor with advocaI In- rich Miss Burr, of New York, lived in
ting a joint electoral .ticket with the Democrats
in tin* last Presidential election after
promising dirt ami darkness, hail no lire or lights except
to support tin* straight Weaver election ticket.
m Hie kitchen w here she
lived, went to bed at
•i
In concluding his letter Mr. Gordon -a\-.
!;• Hi., was a most inordinate consumer of
“Brother Givenbackers. tin* condition tin*
plain food, and dying left $3,000,000 to charitable and religious institutions, in order to
(ireenbaek part} is in to-dav i- chargeable
spite
directly to Harris M. Plaisted.’ Tin*Greenback her relatives, who are now lighting to make her
secured
liis
election, and t<> tin in In* is re- will inoperative.
party
sponsible. His destiny i- in their hands and
Mr. II. II. Warner, of Rochester. \\ Y., has
they will see t*» it that In* pay- penult\ of lii- ottered sttoo for each
discovery of a new comet
t reachcry."
in the I niled States, ( anada, (treat Britain or
TI.AlSTKIi As 111.AD (iOltMANIII/.Kit."
Ireland, during the year 1SS2: #2(H) for any meA Waldo county (Maine) Democrat, writ- teoric stone found iii any of these countries conto
an
old army comrade in Boston, adds the taining fossil remains of animal or vegetable
ing
life: and Son forauv meteoric stone seen to fall
following political note:
in the I niled States.
"Politics in Maine have become considerably
mixed the past few years, and the infusion of
The annual meeting of the American Tract
disgruntled Republican blood into the veins of
the Democracy has had a most demoralizing ef- Society was held in New York, May 10, with
Prof. Barbour of Yale College in the chair.
fect upon the Democratic party. We had a
The annual
strong body of selfish men before hut the (freeu- w ere i*sued reports show that 21(2.200 volumes
during the year, and5,000.280tracts,
back remits, with PI aisled as head gormandizer,
making a total of N(),214,4t)s pages of literature,
surpass everything for unlimited greed hereto- an increase of
12.0(H),000 pages over the precedfore known in this political vale of tears, and I
The receipts during the vear were
might also add. for political cheek. There are ing year.
lots of Democrats with (ireenhack proclivities #2711.221.07; expenditures, #274,097.22.
who are tired of furnishing votes for the
special
benefit of the Plaisted family."
Clippings.
■

<

—

The Boston Post says Mr. Blaine authorizes
the statement that lie is not a candidate for < 'ongress or any other office.
An adjourned meeting of the Straight (ireenbackers of Portland, was held in their room
on Temple street
Thursday to receive the report
of the committee appointed to select
delegates
to the Bangor convention.
The committee rea
full
list
which was adopted In the
ported
caucus.

Politically speaking.

Governor Plaisted proposes to live ami die a Greenhackcr. The lust
event will occur on the evening of the Maine
election. [Boston Traveller.

|

Some wicked person has remarked in print
that inasmuch as Governor Plaisted declares
that he don't expect an election from the front
rank people, he relies upon the camp-followers.
The bummers will not be a majority this vear
by several thousands. [Somerset Reporter.

Press will he well

2b8

Broadway.

SUBSCRIBERS remitting money or desiring to
address ol papers changed, must Mate the
Post Office to w hi*'li the paper has been sent, as well
as tile office to which it is to go.

t

said before the committee.

The complaint that
the Associated Press reports of the investigation
of the Foreign Allairs committee were manipu-

l'ln Herald, ill the same issue with its editorial animadversions, printed two report' in parallel columns, one of which it declared to he dtfeotive. Both Were Associated Press report'
both were furnished to the I Ieraid : and the omit denounced certainly was not revised I v Mr.
Blaine.
1.
The report beaded "By Associated Pros-."
which i' declared by the Herald to la- garbled,
was a sketch report, sent from the committee
room and telegraphed while Mr. Blaine was
'till in the witness chair, and which could not.
therefore, have 1.. submitted to him to tie
"doctored.”
i. The report beaded "Verbatim Report”
was also the Associated Press report, and the
same interest which would have induced the
"doctoring" of tin- afternoon report would certainly have taken the pains to perpetuate the
fraud in the larger and more important report
for morning papers.
•'!. The "v erhatim report" was furnished to
the Herald, and it' editors had opportunity to
compare it with the sketch report and to use tinone they thought most suitable for their requirements.
They used neither tin ski tell nor the
verbatim report, but cut out the whole of that
incident which the Herald now accuses us of intentionally misreporting. This i- quite a- much
in tin nature of "garbling" and "doctoring" athe work of the \-sochiteil Pres-, and the latter
was done in haste, while the Herald's was done

IN

Tuesday, June 13, 1882,
M.,

A.

purpose of nominating a candidate f<>r
Governor, and f*»ur < andidat« < tor Repr* -«*nt.:ti% ein (ongre-s, b> be supported at the M-pteiuber elec
tion. ami to transact any other luisincs- that may
properly <‘ome before it.
The basis of Representation will be as follow s
each city, town arid plantation w ill be entitled to
one delegate, and for ea< h seventy-live votes east
for the Republican candidate for governor in issu
an additional delegate, ami lor a fraction of forty
votes, in excess ol seventy-live votes, an additional
For lhe

delegate.

Committee will be in session in the reception room of the City llall, a? nine o'clock on
the morning of the Convention, for the purpo-e of
receiving the credentials of delegate-.
All * iti/.en- of Maim*, whatever may heretofore
have been their party atllliati-ms, who believe in
the purity of the ballot and Imne-tv in it- count: in
popular gov» i.ment unobstnicp-d by executive
The Mate

usurpation.-: in an independent ami hoiic-t judiciary. whose judge- -hall not U exposed to the ;e

Its of partisan hatred and revenge; in a sale
and sound currency for the people: in a reasonable
encouragement ami development of our industries,
and protection of our laborer- against tin* cheap
labor ot Kurope. by wise and judicious law-; in
etlicient measures for the encouragement ot American shipping and ship building: in popular education; in temperance: in an economical, ju-t and
etlicient administration of public affairs, are c,»r
dially invited t" unite with the Republican- of the
Mate in -electing delegates to this < invention.
Per < Paler <*1 Republican state ( mnmittce.
'VM. 1*. Fin F. Chairman.
FKFD N. I u >\V, "ecretarv.
sun

Solon ( base, who weekly di-burthens himself
To tin Lewiston Journal. -ays in tin- Lit« -t interview that lie shall not take a straight tiivenbaek nomination we pr< -urn* In mean- for
(iovernor till it i-offered to him. Rut that is
undoubtedly vvliat he wants. 1 b* w;i< a eandidate for that when Smith was nominated and
has been a -landing candidate «*\ er-im
rProg.

Age.

|

a

-in to be

standing

a

candidate for

office the editor of tin- Age is himself a fear fill
-inner. Hi- reference to tin- (iivenbaek convention held in Portland dune .'id. l<7ui- not
un.ju-t to Solon < liase but unfortunate
himself.

Tin

presented

on

convention,
in

was

a

certainly a pitiable one.
po-ition to know that Solon

of the (Jrecnbaekers.

are

di-satisti.d. and

tin

of ••Them Steers.**

ner

Then,

A-

t

convention

plainly charges

of the latter

Planted with

treachery.

The

(*o\ ernor feels that he is -olid with tin■ I ><mo-

hopes

capture that organization

to

between tin-two stools

our

a- w

ell. But

.Jacksonian Co\«t-

likely to come to the ground. Although
has eapttired the 1 tetnoeratic organization In-

he

i-

Sclmrz. thus port rays t lit lieinueratie pai'lv in
search of a policy : ••Kver since its def. at in lstai
it hits been groping about tor a ‘policy’with it
certain air of

helplessness. While from time
time reasserting its tr:u]itioual principles in
theory, it aiianiloneil them in practice. It boasletl once of being the hard money party and then
to

compromised

itself with tie- w iltlest paper money theories, it w as once tie- champion of free
trade, and then, after having | ut the demand of
a tariff for revenue
only in its platform, ran
It was
away from it at the decisive moment.
the champion of a strict construction of constitutional powers, and then- its southern w ing,
at

least—showed itself

w

illing

to

accept from

the Federal (iovermnent aid for all sorts of internal purposes and to exert the Federal power
in the regulation of internal commerce."
Me
mental

suggested some tittle since the experipiantingof Scotch potatoes: but accord-

ing to the American Vgrieiilturist. nothing is to
he expected from the foreign tubers. That well
informed journal says
V-.

European variety

is worth cultivation
with us. as has been shown by repeated trials.
A few years ago we planted some till of the
choicest English varieties, alongside of Earlv
Hose and other American kinds, in the same
soil, and with the same treatment. While we
hail full and satisfactory crops from our own
v a fifties, the English was so
light, of verv small
potatoes, that we had very little more than we
had planted, and these 'tit only for the pigs.
This has been the result whenever the trial has
been made.
The Mobile. Alabama. Register is a Democratic paper which tells the truth regardless of
whom it hurts. It says of Mr. Chalmers, whom
the

Republicans recently

which he

was

not

elected

"lie

a

seat

to

only

got into
Catfee out of his votes."

Congress by cheating
The Democrats while in
sanctioned that

voted out of
:

majority in
cheating, and gave
a

the House

Chalmers
terms in Congress, and he would have
served a third had not the Republicans interpose! I.
two

Despite the slender Republican majority in
both the Senate and House, and ..tlbrts of
Democratic obstructionists, the amount and
quality of work done by Congress this session
will compare
sessions.
The

favorably with that of other
legislation attempted by the Re-

publicans

has been of

character,

looking

to

a

practical and national

the weltan and

prosperity

of the whole people.

lias not

seen

and >olon*>

red the rank ami tin
to

good advantag*

The snivel service reformer- of Bo-ton

."•wi lry
llcthim

but a necklace of Roman pearls.
Miss
Almond, who l understand is studying for
tin* stage, gave a tine -elect on from “The Winter's
I an-,” her personation of the old shepherd being
particularly good. Miss Almond wore a black

are

mad over tin* continuation of Worth-

hopping
ington.

rbadamcs, square neck and elbow sleeves,
trimmed with thread lace. Miss Paula Listew re-alin

From

Maine

to

South

Carolina.

•it* «I
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Fill-

orrespondenee

Ucpuhiican State < ‘uuvention,

he held at Portland, has been changed from
dune loth, to Tuesday, June Pith.
The boat of the Portland A Maohias Steamboat
Company will leave Jlachias for Portland Monto

Thursday,

day June Pith, connecting at Itoekland with the
Sanford l.ine steamers, and reaching Portland
Monday evening,

thus accommodating delegates
from the shore sections of Pastern Maine.
The

invite

Society of the Army of the Cumbi Hand
a popular
subscription on Memorial Day,

limited

to one dollar for each subscriber, for a
monument to General Garfield, at Washington.
The Journal will receive such contributions on

Memorial Day, which will he duly acknowl-

edged

in the next number of the paper. An
appeal from the Society will he found on the first
page of this issue of the Journal.

Senator Beck, of Kentucky, who is good authority on tile subject, said in a recent speech
that the increase of the tax from 50 to 00 cents
per gallon lie t bought had red need t he consumption of

whiskey 40 per cent. That is
gument against reducing the tax.
‘•The
the

days

a

good

ar-

have

passed," says Parley, "when
Greenbacker’s vagaries attract any atten-

tion.”

Yes, and the Greenbaekers have also
the Democratic camp.

passed—into

a

by Dnethc, "Dcr Krl-lvoing,” in the
did it admirably, the harsh Dorman

gutturals changing to silvery sounds on her lip-.
\- "Dur Deorgc*’ once suggested—Herman silMiss I.
with her white dress, fair comvery
plexion, blue eye-, and long hair the color of corn
-ilk. looked a perfect Marguerite, and il Faust and
Mephistoplieles had suddenly appeared, It would
not have been in the least surprising. \ decided
Mi*r.i-t t
Mi-s Li.-bw w as Mi-s Mary Newman—
who g:m a -election from “Midsummer Night’s
Dream” charmingly, suffering very little from cumpari son with Prof. Raymond's late reading of the
contra-t in both lace ami dress, being
same,

F.

of the Journal.

Thursday morning, 1-tli, right on time as usual.
“.Joe" calls—“ All ready l’ov the ear-." and in a -lmr
time we are aboard the Belfast Brunch train whirling Burnham

■

very d

garnet
*k

in

irk, with hrilliani Ll.uk eyes, and attired in
lvct, trimmed with Spanish lace.cut square

v

and elbow

and full
gramme

good,

shoves, with front of pink satin
The ch»sing number on the pro-

before the

best, if

tic
-o

train.

one

and

pre-entation of diplomas, was
call any thing best when all was
Blaine s eulogy on Darlleld. It

may

was

given by Miss Alice Hooper,

lady whose
-rand presence, beautifully toned voice, and lilting
ami impressive gestures left nothing wanting to
was

a

he -ul 'lime y ct ternler sentences of the

eloquent lament

man'-

over

his

great statesdead chieftain. I

read il before and admired, but this lady’s re
'dal disclosed beauties undreamed of till then.

had
1

Mi-- Hooper warn dressed in white satin, full train,
a
deep Houma* of w hite headed lace, a front of
matter, you know ."
white and old gold brocade, shirred sleeves, and
Ah-ng the Kennebec valley tin* farmer- are bti.-x
\ reception was
scratching the bosom of old mother earth in antii-i I wore La.-ter lilies and diamonds.
pation of fruit and harxest time therefrom. Tin- I lead at the >chool in the evening, a farewell meeting of the cla.--. and a very pleasant one too, alriver banks below Augusta are lined xxith the hugt
lhough it w as e\a-p< rating to a young bachelor to
houses, stored from basement to ridgepole w ith tin-cc s,, much wa.-ted osculation when there
t
are huncrop which the xvaters of Maine have nex.r
dreds of poor and honest young men starving for
failed t produce. And apropos to the -uhir." 1
just such food.
open the morning paper and read the dispatch -m.
!*• si had the description of these dresses all
ing the ship Louis Walsh, ice laden, has cleared
i-t.t once, but they got mixed up w ith some circus
from our city for hurope, xvhirh i.-the tirst h il <-f
•mtes I took ami may not have been
ice sent across the Atlantic since the Franco Pmrearranged
properly. They seem straight to me with the exsian war.
score one for Belfast!
ception of that "rhadames.” That smacks a little
After the “transfer," just
ut <•! Portland, xxe
of the hill-hoard, but 1 will let it pass now and trust
pass through the noted seaside resort, old Orchard,
to luck for its correctness.
r.
xvhieh looks lonely and widowed in its sand and
desolation. The yellow, barren looking, shifting
sand has covered the xvalks. The station i- loneTin* bill
Mending the charters of national
some and even the mighty sxvell and breaker- from
banks passed the House on the lbth by a vote of
old ocean, which are the only hcauty and attr.nth'n
!-•' to r»T.
t he New ’i ork Herald’s W ashingof the pla« « seem to roll in slowly and humbly as
ton correspondent says
Ihough in keeping xvith the general air T dreariThe (; reenbaekers and the opponents of the
ness.
A tew buildings are going up, but tin re are
national banking system did not sliow as much
but l'cxv indications of the croxvd xvhieh xx ili -xvarm
intliienee and strength as was expected, though
there in a f'exv xveek-. One cannot help smiling as
<,>nie “t‘ those who voted for the bill did so
only
he i- whirled sxviftly by and reads tin* name of one
■*n the ground that the interests of the
country
»'• quire a
hotel "Forest Home," over xvhieh spreads one -mi.
banking system of some kind, and
they acknowledge that it was necessary to con(ary scrub pint*, and that a dead one. But then,
tinue this for the present until some other can
"what's in a name."
be substituted for it.
The amendments require
At Lawrence xxe ran into a snow storm widt h
ninety da\s* notice from banks intending to
xv hi tenet 1 the ground, and from there into Bo-ton
withdraw bonds, and allows no greater amount
than so.non.(inn to be withdrawn in one month:
it xvas snoxv, hail, rain—slush.
We are much disallow 'Hits betw ecu banks and individuals to be
appointed in finding '.lit* trees, vegetation, and tann- n i- -1 in State
courts : making *10,000 instead of
ing no further advanced here than in Maine. In
soo.uno the lowest amount of bonds to he dethere
is
no
fact,
greener laxvn in Boston, or east,
posited against circulation, thus giving authorito-day,than Tom. Pitcher’s, at home. Credit another n' for hanks of smaller capital than the present
law
tolerate'.- provided that the hanks shall pay
to Belfast
the cost of the plates for new notes, and that
Here ami then since leaving the Kennebec \ alley
banks going into liquidation shall keep their
xve see an occasional xvhite violet starred Held, but
corporate existence until their business is closed
spring flowers arc xvary, even the a-slhetie dandiup and protect the rights of small stockholders
lion refusing to turn its golden check to the -tray
in reorganization.

|

tile (•••veriu'r

j

sun-beams; but that all vegetable is pushing and
pulsating xvith renexved life is apparent in the sloxx
ly unfolding leaves of the willow and early shrubs,
the pensile, delicate catkins, and the high grass in
sheltered nooks.

The first pear tree in blossom
Portland, and die llrst apple tree
in full leaf ami blossom a fexv miles before reaching Nexv York city.
Wo pass through several noted towns before xx e
reach Gotham. Hartford with its beautiful Mate
House; Willimantic of silk thread notoriety ; Merwas seen

xvest of

ditto, and Bridgeport noted
for its sewing machine manufactories, and it
Barmun. A stranger’s first idea of Hartford is a
city of brick, nearly all the buildings being coniden

of silver

xvare

material, which are manufactured
extensively along this section of the Connecticut
valley, tin- soil being largely clay and red sandstone.
At Hartford depot \ve experienced a new sensa-

The

caucuses

in

drink

witnessing

a

woman

coolly

turn out and

glass of lager beer in the public restaurant.
She was well dressed, apparently intellectual, and
in all other regards but this would pass for a ladv.
a

night's good sleep Saturday morning linds
us in the national capital.
This is the first real
touch ol'spring yet experienced. Trees are
fully
in leaf and shrubs in blossom, the skies smoky
warm, and the temperature so high up that overcoats are a burden, yet the residents are
shivering
and growling about the cold weather. We see
only
enough of Washington to fully comprehend it is a
of
and
city
that its early
“magnificent distances,”
moving residents are mostly sable lined. In fact,
After

a

southward, it is evident we have crossthe color line, and as I write this very sentence,
passing into the land of the F. F. Vs along a route
made historic by that great convulsion which too

as we move

cd

thisgeneration fail to fully realize, a colored
man conies riding out a cross-road with a
bag of
grain laid across Ids horse in front of him, a (adored woman rests on her hoc in the Held to watch the
passing train, and ebony-lined youngsters rolling
in the dust turn up their grinning ivories in placid
many of

contentment.

conductor (Ties “Fredericksburgh,” and we
region of country every foot of w hich is historical and blood-stained soil. Fpon the hill at our
right is the soldiers’ cemetery, where sixteen thousand northern boys are sleeping, and all around
areevidcnces of the great struggle though nature is
fast covering up the mementoes. We have reached
Richmond in time for dinner. Hastily,
Geo. K. B.
The

enter

a

to

elect

delegates to
will nearly

lican Stale Convention
the end of this week.

by

the

Repub-

all be held
A number have been

held.
Ideven towns in Cumberland county
"taiel. Thomas s, Robie 2. unpledged one,divid1 lie delegates an* as follows: Thomas
ed one.
44. Robie 14, doubtful 4.

Belgrade, Kennebec
county, has elected Thomas delegates. Vinalhaven Ini'elected tin following delegates : Hon.
.M oses W i-hster, John Lowe, George
Xorthrope,
<
lianey Noyes. K. s. Walls. 'Hie delegation
instructed to

wen
one

of

tlx

structed of that

tion

The date of the

High

Salmon

Penobscot
bay
river, very few having been caught thus far. This
is partially owing to the bad weather.
arc

cam e

in

and

our

Thursday.

j

Notes.

ill U( '!

will be

There

The subject of Rev. Mr. Bo
Sunday morning sermon will be "The Necessity ot
Preaching Good Works." Subject of evening lecture "(Jhrisianity and Pantheism; The Life hid
with Christ in God.
t

—

in the

•'Types

the Methodist church
tbi evening. Mihiei r,

services at

no

Lecture in

morning.

.f Heroe-.’

The Scarsp rt !ndcpemk*nt < adet Company reecived tli ir guns Saturday, preparatory to the pa
r.ule I

Vr.

ali'Ui I >a\

>•

collector, Mr H. I. Kee-dand, ha- reeeis
ed his books for l--_\ Taxi's are two mills on tie
dollar higher than last year.
>ur tax

<

subject

The

*»f thi

at the mission

-crmon

a

-•

the

"Ugvcgational ehurch next Sundav, w ill i-e
“Peace."
In tie- evening the pa-b.r will lector.* on
Lxodus."
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I at New N

II i

from

e

ward, en route from tin- soft pine hills
\V>
of Maine to the hard pine plains of Carolina.
convention, reported it- proceedings, ami in an
reach the j auction with nothing oeerurimr of a more
editorial published in tin- Journal of June nth. 1 -erious nature than the unaccountable
jumping out
1S75L thus summed up the iv-ult
of a shackling bolt between the engine ai d the earThe delegate- wa r- really cheated out of nomiin the wild- of Burnham, lmt “Nat" go...tnaturedly
nating the man of their choice Solon Cliax*. e mies buck for u- and we are on time, lacking three
Smith carried off tin* nomination, but Chase
minutes.
wears tin- laurels ot tin- occasion. Mich a- lln v
It i- a old. leaden gray morning, more suitable
aiv.
Hi- nann- ami presene** -•ailed out all that
l" late November than the last of May, and the unthere was of enthusiasm, and if Smith, by
1 e ky wights who have donned -ummer tlann •!••way- that are dark and trick* that are vain.”
received tin* nomination for Governor of Maim-,
litre and
and ulsters bewail their “soonness."
was not Solon nominated for l nib *1 Statethere along the route a farmer is making believe
Senator and President of tin* l nil* *1 States?
spring has really come and i- planting or plowing,
1 lie editor of tin- Prog. Age w as. as u-ual. relegated to a hack -»-:it. -o far as hi- ]*<>litiva 1 ends clad in mittens and overcoat. It i- pictnre-»|ue but
ami aim- were concerned, hut h«- must
by this not consoling
tiine have become aeeiistonn d to that -<>rt of
<>ur passenger li't is not large but "highly re
thing- as eels get u-ed to being skinned.
speetable." Among them we notice a promim-nt
Clearly tin* honors are with Solon, and not denizen of our down shore seaside resort, a merwith the "standing candidate** of tin* Prog. Ag*
chant from Padlock station, presumably on atrip
to th«- "111111" to lay in a stock of “red oil," and one
"f tun city officials going to Portland "t<» arramoIn tlie North American Review lion. Carl
The writer wa- at tin-

south

-.

and need waste no word- in that direction,
and now. if he can only succeed in making himself appear a (ireenbacker of (»reenbaeker<. he

erats

was

Portland at that time.

on

street.

surveyor, hathe village.

The wife of Capt. Harrison "tide died very slid
denlv Sunday night, only having been -irk -ince

Horseback riding i- coining into fashion in Be!
fast. On Monday evening half a dozen ladie- and
gentlemen were out indulging in this exercise.

1

Clm.-e

bulldozed into nominating Smith, through tin efforts of a eliqin :
hacked by tin Democratic "tat
Committ'-*
who found it convenient to hold a meeting in
was

(iovenior

t<>

as

the choiee ♦ nine-tenththe delegate*,
and that but for the effort- of -olon liiniself r> v
w ould have
up.-et tin plans of tin managers and
ow

Many

sidewalk is being laid

new

Capt. Mahoney, our new highway
begun woik on the roads adjacent to

■

Portland (ireciibacker

a

Attention is called to the several Republican can
notices for Waldo county towns, published on
the third page.
m

cus

Nathan’s circus is billed for Belfast June 12th
A

Capt. Peleg <L Berry died very suddenly Mondav
afternoon of heart disease.

of land.

Next Tuesday will be Memorial Day.

being thoroughly overhaul

Schooner
ed and repaired.

The census reports show that in lst*o Waldo
county raised 4.”>, l!*T» bushels of corn from 1acre-

started last week.

was

Searsport Locals.
Brunette is

_-

w as

nominated tin

object

The sprinkler

engine jumped the track at the depot in this
Wednesday delaying the train half an hour.

on

■

**I>ear Sam** and the

goad stick is likely to be Used
onlv
| during tlie campaign.

-peetacle tin- editor of tin Age
that occasion, as chairman of the

was

tile

now

rest

lior

It it i-

lie

j

see

soaping

The

city

>.

deliberately.
It i> easy to
I’iai-ted had in

Vicinity.

>

to

as

the (General Agent of the Associated Pre— will
show—

CITY HALL. PORTLAM>,

O’CLOCK

>o

and

■

favor Mr. Blaine,
originated with the New York Herald. How
unfounded it was the statement of Mr. Houston,

Republican State Convention
11

proofs of the speeches published in the
ongressional Record, as part of the proceeding'

lated and doctored

of Belfast

Calces Notice. The Republicans of Belfast
are requested to meet in caucus at the Court House,
on Saturday evening, the 27th inst., at 7.30 r. m., to
elect ten delegates to attend the state Convention
at Portland, June 13th, to nominate a candidate for
(■overnor and four Congressmen.
Pku < >ui>f.k.
Belfast, May 24, 1882.

The Portland Press of the 17th says that that pa- \
The street peddling nuisance with his smoking
per has received a note from (ieorge Reilly; one of j
the survivors of Dr. lvane’s Arctic expedition, in
lamp, loud \uiee,aud coarse jokes, lias made hi- !
music, the “music of tin* future.” The critics unite
which, as well as can be made out, he requests the appearance iu our city. The nuisance should be j
in saying that she is Hie greatest dramatic singer
Press to state that he is in very bad health, but can suppressed or made t*> pay a license siiilicient to I
heard in this country for a longtime, havinga voice
walk about, and is living at the Boston A Maine railmake his presence bearable.
of not remarkable compass, but grand in quantity
road wharf. He wants the Belfast papers to notice
•Did quality.
The entire community mourn- the death of little
Her appearance corresponds to her
the item. It will be remembered that Reilly cane
•I oh n n ie G. Dickerson, son of the late Midge Die kelvoice, tall in stature and of splendid physique. Her
here as second mate of the ship Louis Walsh, and son, who died in
this city last Monday morning of
very looks are said to give one a feeling of trust
remained here a few months. The Journal at tin* cerebro
that whatever she attempts will be well performedspinal meningitis. He was a remarkably
time
in
an
account
of
his
t"
the
published
peiicieeAla-' -he is to sing in Music Hall, and we fellows
bright lad and a universal favorite.
Arctic with Dr. Kane’s expe lit ion.
who arc not millionaires will undoubtedly have to
••.lines P,. DU, eoiivieted a set >nd time it
We have received from (no. L. Brackett, of this
lio..-c between deducting a week from our summer
Chicago for counterfeiting, has not yet been -en
(»i
Crand
vacation or not hearing her. It is a trifle expensive city,
Secretary, the printed proceedings
tciu « d.
He intimate-that he ean give thegosen.
the twenty-fourth semi-annual and annual sessions
to li-tcn t" great artists, and then there is the work
ment some important information. ;ni i the eourf
of the Cram! Lodge of Maine 1. O. ol »«. T.
of obtaining a tick* t even if you have the whereThe
h.i.- suspended sentence
thinking it desirable to
withal to do it.
i have a remembrance, and by no
report contains ill pages, neatly printed, and is from
hear what Doyle ha !" tell.
means an indistinct one, of
of
tL
W.
in
the
of
Belfast.
The
order
line
nearlv
Burgess,
press
standing
A letter from Bonanza, Col., an
•••I !• the
-t \cn
hours to get seats for the opera when Patti
in this state numbers 2*7 lodges, with a total mem
C'litor ot the Belfast signal, wa- leruvii in
ih
\\a- la-t here, and it
really is not fun; especially bership of li),402. There are twenty Iodgesin Waldo doumat box on
Wednesday. It wa- from a la-iv
when the man in front of you has nice large nails
county located as follows—Belfast, two, Lincoln
who enclosed money for
subscription. The v. n; r
in hi- boot heel. 1 feel positive in regard to the one
ville, two, Jackson, Last Northport, Sandy Point,
-ays,"If the paper 1 speak* : i- not printed
w
immediately preceding me that unfortunate day. I Northport, Isleshoro, Monroe, Burnham, W«*st Wiupiea-e gi\e this to any other weekly paper of
w
1
the
to
tal
may say
possess
proof.
ierport, Svvanvillc, Searsport. Morrill, Last Thorn
ie\\ spaper was start
city •" Tin sig
I •!«• not wit lit to weary you with too much talk of
dike, Brooks, Palermo, and Waldo.
j
city in IMu and suspended in 1*47.
j
I
elocution and oratory, hut I think 1 may venture to j
received
a
..f
Johnson
has
the
new
proof
Mayor
an
(.mite
amusing seem* occurred at the Metlmdi-t 1
say something more concerning Prof. Raymond, of
four per cent, city bonds, which present a good ap
| church last Sabbath. The boy who blow- the del
the Poston School of Oratory, and the exercises of
pearauce. The new bonds will be ready about the
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practice of his office, if. as alleged, lie submitted
to Mr. Blaine a report of what that gentleman
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in concert. She is the artist who made such a sensation at tlu* great Music Festival in New York this
spring, and is the chief interpreter of Wagnerian

of Congress, are sent to their authors for revision. So that Mr. Phillips only followed the

Administrators. Executors and Guardians
Probate advertising published in the
Journal, will please so state t«> the Court.

1111 l»

in the

manner,

desiring their

ISM

tre-goers and musicians reflect on the past season,
the end of which draws rapidly near. Still we
have one grand event to anticipate iii the musical
line—the appearance of Frau Friedrich Materna

mittrd to the persons interviewed, etc., with a
view in ensuring the utmost accuracy, in a like

have the

News

Boston.

Correspondence of the Journal.
Boston, May 22, 1SS2. Very little news is there
to write this week. The politicians still swear or
chuckle over the appointment of His Stalwartness,
Col. Worthington, as collector; the brokers gaze
ruetully at the low prices of stocks; housekeepers
scold about the advance in price of beef, and thea-

Shepherd rase before they were sent out to the
press.” That may have been the reason assigned, but it has always been the custom of the
manager of the Associated Press in Washington
to submit such matters to the parties interested.
Witnesses have been permitted to read and rt
\ ise their
testimony : interviews have been siih-

N. Y.

WII 1

proceedings

From

DISORD NTI.KI) BOSTONIANS. TIIE DOMINO OF MATE HNA. PROF. RAYMOND’S READINGS. THE BOSTON SCHOOL OF ORATORY.
WASTED OSCILLATION.

managed.

revise his reports of the

to

Horace Dodd. *2b5 Washington St., Boston.
Geo. P. Rowell A Co., 10 Spruce si... New York.
.1. H. Bates, 41 Park Row, New York.

A

Letter

His promotion
was richly deserved.
But it is said that Mr.
Phillips was removed for ‘•allowing Mr. Blaine

The following are authorized agents for the .lour
mil:
S. R Niles, No. 25b Washington St., Boston.
T. (_’. Evans, Rooms *2, 4 A 8, Tremont Temple,
Boston.
S. M. Pettkngii.L A Co., 10 State St., Boston, and

■

NOTES AND COMMENTS.

A now hue and cry lias been raised against
Air. Blaine in connection with a recent change
in the Washington management of the Associated Press. Mr. W. F. Phillips, who was sent
to Washington three or four years ago to succeed Mr. L. A. Gobright. has been removed and
Mr. I>. ]{. McKee, who has had nearly twenty
years’ experience in the Washington office, succeeds him. Aside from his long experience.
Mr. McKee’s abilities and social
standing arc
guarantees that the affairs of the Associated

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

vote

for T. 1L Simonton

as

Representatives to Congress.

■secretary of ^tate. But as the people elect both
Congressmen and Presidents, the Herald’s w illingness and objections don’t count for very
In fact, the candidate the Herald op.
much.
poses generally wins.
1 lie

Boston Journal's Washington Special
<ays the < nngressional committee will provide
speakers of national reputation for the Maine

campaign.
tee

gives

The correspondence of the commitof Republican success. The

assurance

campaign

will open about the middle of August.
Senatoi I rye will have charge of it.
There will be no hitch, after the September
election, in the lines running up “salt river."

[New Age.

1 his announcement ought to afford a grain of
comfort to the Fusionists. They will have am-

ple time

to

pack their gripsacks.

Hon. Abrams. Hewitt, of New York, made
long speech in the House on the 10th inst., in
support of the national banking system, which
lie pronounced the best in the world. We beg

’ooper is

Mr. Hewitt's

father-in-law.
Our

spring

weather has been rough on the
one comfort.

potato hugs -that's

Worth makes the man, hut

Collector

of Boston.
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party of Searsport and Belfa-t ladie- and g< n
th-men went down tin* lay on -hip loin- Walsh
last week, returning 'U, the tug Ralph R.»-s, w hieli
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she will be

repaired

come

Capt. shepherd Blanchard,
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Soli. Man A. Hall

Mieces-fu!-

was

from

the last named port.

in New

York.

>he i- named for

Mary

The

33-1 feet wide and 11-b feet in the liold and

!adv

a

A. Hall is H:> feet

long.

w

li-

at La-tine,

carpenter’s mea-uivment. 1 11.• vessel i<
thoroughly built of the very best material, the out
side planking being of southern hard pine. Her
model is

handsome, and in point of marine archishe is a credit to her builders, l he \es»el
is well finished and the cabin, which is linished in
ash and walnut, is better than is usually seen in \ e-

fast Inis

j

(

with

above water,

A

painted a ••ream color
along the waist and
second vc-.-el built by this

of which

they

are

masters,

a

on the trail

busim-s
board of

the cut-water in bold letters, is the following imprint "McDonald A Brown, builders, Bi*lf;;.-t, Me."
Tiu Mary A. Hall will be commanded hv < apt. \ugustus McDonald, of this city. Site w ill load h.t\
at \\ in. Pitcher A Son’s for Charleston
William M. Hall died at Harrison Ila\ ford'-. Bel
fast, on Wednesday afternoon la-t, aged 4. ears.
Mr. Hall was the youngest -on of Kr\e Hall, 1
of the

one

early prominent

William

was

painting

as

a
a

natural

citizens ot this city.
born artist and adopted

business in

which

he

won

much

distinction. He was one of the be-t fre.-eo painters In Maine,
lie painted the house of (,en. 15. V.
Butler at Washington, and his summer house at
Cape Ann; the house of < iov. Stern.-, of New I lamp
shire; the Soldier’s Home at Togas p, 111i- stale,
and the Home at Hampton, \ a. In 1-7*'. \\ hile paint
ing the Soldier’- Home at Hampton, he w as attack
ed with a violent pain in the head, w hie)! eventually
ended in insanity. Past September lie was taken

violently insane, and went t<> Darner’s Asylum in
Massachusetts. The doctor decided that the base
of the brain was diseased, caused by tin* unnatural
position in which his head was placed while frescoing ceilings.
was

the

sent to

care

Something
Belfast,

of Mr.

three months ago he
his friend- placing him under
over

Hay ford.

He has been very violent
resulted 1'rom complete ex-

times, and death
haustion. Wednesday afternoon he grew worse and
his wife was sent l’or, but Mr. Hall died before her

at

arrival.

He

was buried on Thursday.
His wife is
daughter of Dr. Sylvester, and is a teacher in one
of our city schools. She has two children.

ft

Mr.

i.

K.

Osgood,

of (iardiner, the great temperance reform
worker, held a series of meetings in this ritv every
evening last week, and succeeded in arousing much
Interest in the cause of temperance. Kach night
witnessed a larger crowd than the previous eve-

ning, until Sunday afternoon at the mass meeting
IIay ford Hall was tilled from tloor to gallery.
Mr. Osgood’s manner of
describing the evil intiuences of liquor is very
touching, appealing directly
t<» tin* drinking mail. Tlie gentleman is a reformed
man and knows from actual
experience the consequences of rum drinking, and how to reach his
fallen brother.
At the close of each meeting a
pledge was circulated for signatures, and during
tin* week about 300 men and women have
signed.
Among the number are many drinking men, who in
future will try to shake off the evil. Many of our
most prominent citizens aided the meetings
by their
presence, but their numbers were not so large as
the good of the cause would warrant. < >n Saturdav
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The 1'. dl* wtllg a *v
Waldo county for the
week ending May _Md—James Averill. '-ear-;, >1 i,
to KilvVin F. A erill, -ame town.
Andrew D. Beau,
Belfast, to Alfred W. Rich, Brook-. R. .1 .and I’
I*. Boardman, Islesboro, t" I- iiah Boardmau. miiu
\\
town. /.. 1. Downs A al.. Swanvillc, r
p, F
Twombly A al.. Monroe, lohn A. Dodge, Die-,
boro, to Hattie F. Keller, same town.
Frederick F
French, Lincolnville, to Ivory Whitten, -ante t wvii
1>. S. Flanders, Monroe, to ( ha-. ( >. Fo-.-. .1 ack.-on.
( ate-, Jark.-on.
.lohn Craves, Troy, to James II
IN

UK

VI.

l'-s

v 11..

the transfer.- in real estate in

Sarah .1,
(

Johnson, Los Angelos Cal. to Albert L.
Ahbie ('. Keen,. Freedom, to Nathan

I ary, Boston.

Rogers, Troy.

.lames C

Mayo, Belfast, to Mrs.

Ann

Hall, Belfast. (icorgc F. Matt hew -, seal sp«»u,
Sheedon, same town. Amo- \icboi-.
Searsport, to Mary B. 1*. Nichols, same tow n. Fib n
M. < )verloek. Palermo, to.loana ('mininghim, M-nt
ville.
Mark Pendleton. Islesboro, t«. Winlici.l s
Pendleton, same town. (has. M. Plummer, Pal*,
mo, to Fllen M. Overlook, Freedom.
Frank A
to F.dward B.

Robbins, Searsmont, to Robert Knight, same t-wu
Frederick L. Rainsey, Moutville, to Fdiniiii'l R
Ramsey, same town. Mary■ .1. Severance, Wintci
port, to Caroline (. ole, same town. L-tat. \ \\
Stevens, Ottawa, Canada, to (ieo. K. Wallace, Bel
fast.
Luther M. Smith, Belfast, to Allred s lack
M-nr-c.
son, Belfast. James H. Webber, A al
to W. B. F.

Twombly

A

al.,

same

town.

He

as

ing been a member of that institution.
large circle of friends to mourn his lo-s

Wells, Lorenzo Dow and W. I Wellman,
vice presidents; It. G. Dyer, sec.; .1. W. Knovvl
ton, treas.; Uev. .1. A. Boss, Benj. Kelley and d. It.
Simmons, ways and means committee. Tin* meetings for the present will be held at I lay for* I Hall
every Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock. Mr. Hay ford
very generously tendered the Alliance the use of
his hall for a sum only sufficient to pay for sweeping out the room. Mr. Osgood has finished his labors

Averill in seullling Ia>f week put his linger out of
joint, and otherwise injured his hand_The old
saying is, when the bobolinks come it's time to

here for the present, and it now rests with our <Mtizens to say whether or not the
good work lie inaugurated shall bear fruit. A general invitation is
extended to all to be present next Sunday afternoon.
Good speaking may be expected.
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.shipyards.

ainl tlie Hleeta.

The

farmer belong to the Bangor and Bar llar'"'teamboat (<».. and the latter is the property

Dr. A. Walton, of

t

Bangor, and is to he employed on tlie Frenchman's Bay Line.Bark
'harles li. Kenney. <.f N'.w York. 1 .'2'2* tons,
built at Bath in InT:!, and partly owned and
'in u ta in led
by < apt. Joseph M. Fiekett of ('ape
1

«d‘ s.'hummi.

York.

<'apt. dames <;. Baker commands her.

11

F well

conceived, and vitally importtaut.".Navigation ot1‘ St. John. Newfoundland. is 'till obstructed by the ice. Anxiety
F felt about absent sealing vessels.Fharles
ii. Harrington, of Bath. launched Thursday the
line

yacht Widgeon,

Minot, of Boston.

i!w tons, owned

by

William

beautiful model, built
and carries .‘1000 pounds in the keel.
It is

a

speed,
Harrington lias also on the stocks nearly ready,
a steam
yacht of 40 tons. for(ieorge S. Homer,
for

New Bedford.
Tin- Supreme Court of the District of Columbia rendered its decision in the Guiteau ease

Monday, and unanimously over ruled the exceptions taken. Guiteau received the news
without the slightest appearance of nervousness.
A death watch has lieen placed over the
prisoner.
The

Pacific National Bank, of Boston, has
again suspended and will go into liquidation.
Back of business and want of public confidence
are

the causes

assigned.

The Courier-Gazette

published

an

It is a disputed point with the Greenbackors,
whether Governor Plaisted nominated eleven
Democrats and live Greenbackers, or live Democrats and eleven Greenbackers. It is certain,
however, that none of his nominations of either
kiud. were confirmed by the Executive Council.

arc

All

will

we

we

bring
satisfy

tin

in.

and

1 hi.-'

have the

spring

we

This

only

We havoever shown, and we have a COX

us we will convince you that WE ARE
To BE DEPENDED i Po\.

ee,-'still trade

LATE STYLES'

in.

it

that

known

ed, and eontident
largely increased,
sive prepaiatious

that
we

KESIKAI5EE STYLES any
The fact of our

for the

Department

coming

season.

Choice

present. It is entirely
make special mention of

to

to show them to you

tractions in

watch of

the at-

while

not.

GOODS.

DRY

We will

may he found several kinds, which to
close out we will oiler at much less than

In
mind

wc

ONLY, and

direct from manufacturers,

will sell
we

buy
and

you the lowest pos.-ible
for S(»E!I» shoes.
Wc have some

give

sl*i;i i \ i.i.\

season

Phoenix Row 11

ever

kept

in

i:

We

Lace
is

surely please

IMIl.T I X

Vaiiety
are

ever

you.

MARRIED.

I .a
1

gard

Just

DIED.

U'

AND

in

all kinds constantly

on

hand.

>unday
night calls answered by Mr. DeProux
at the New Kngland House.
IR>dies embalmed W'ITHOl T TilL I'SE OF U K
with perfect success.
Having had so large experience for a number of
years, we feel eonthfent that our way of doing business and prices will suit customers.
Will also at
lend to the whole management of FFNKRALS,
when desired. FRKh of charge.
11

I’ATTKRXS.

Main Street, Belfast

IL CooMits.

R.

DkPi:oi

..

staid,

SHIP
POUT

Summer

sehr. Orion, While, Bangor.
23d, sehr. I). D. Haskell. Haskell,Brunswick.
SAILED.

May lsih, sehrs. Radiant, Hardy.Rockland ; Ralph
Grant, Grant, Ellsworth : Empress,-, Bangor.
May 22d, sehr. Karl, Darhy, Bangor.
24th. sehr. Orion, White, New Ha\e».

TO DEALERS!
BUY HO MORE, I.ARD, BUY

Royal Salad GooRIhe Oil!
Refine*! from Cotton Seed, bo

use

in

place of lard.

It is a pun- vegetable product, an*I therefore not
subject to any animal disease. Ii is cheaper than
lard, one pound will go nearly as far as two pounds
of lard. Consumers after trying it will not In* withAll inquiries cheerfully answered by
out it.

sivax <(

s//{/ #; i

iinos..

Agents, 33, 35 anil 37 Front tit.,

Belfast,

3m2I

STOM M ADE and in perfect repair. To any
one wishing a second-hand earring*- this i- a
Also TWO GIGS and ONE OLD
bargain.
GROCERY WAGON.
n w nuhT,
Corner Chureli and Park Streets.
Belfast, May lb, ]SH2—2otf

of ladies' Neel Wear
been shown in Belfast.

Gilmore

tin*

to

WHOM IT At AY CONCERN

This is

certify that for a valuable consideration l
have this day given to my minor son, WILL R.
CLIFFORD, tin* remainder of his time during his
minority. This is to notify all persons that I shall

his wages, nor pay nnv bills of his
contracting after this date.
W. If CLIFFORD
Belfast, May lb, 1S82.—3w21*

claim

none

LA KOI-; STOCK of goods
will have on

Babcock

MAI

MAINE.

of tin* I. \ Udh>T runl 1’>1>T >T<>( lv"
of

Incontrovertible

FEATHERS, MATRESSES,
Table Cutlery, Crockery, Kitchen Goods,
-ALSO-

COFFINS,

Trim m ituj Hoods,

liaml, and receiving MAY upplies
every boat from the best manufacturers
iu Boston and New York, and having one
1 the
linn in the latter city to buy and keep ported on
and
and
also
had
over
having
prices;
>tyles
thirty
years experience in buying and handling the above
goods, we feel conlident that we can mecl the market, sell as low, deal as fairly, and aive as much for
the money asai y other linn.

constantly
by nearly

which sin*

J. C.

we

purchase.

Thompson & Son.

Belfast, April <i,

display

I Corner of

Cordially Invited.

1SS2.—:iml.*»

Robt. P.Chase,

&,

Is

SCIHOVER,

.STEPHEN GUOVElt.
Practical Piano-Forte Maker.

NOTICE.
HEREBY GIVIC NOTICK TO AM. PERSONS
holding interest bearing orders against the
town of Liberty to present them to the treasurer of
said town for settlement on or before the first day
of Julv, 18>2, or interest will close on andafterthat
JESSE A. CLOUGH,
date.
3\v2l *
Treasurer of said Town.

I

now

in

Boston and will return this week
with all the

LATEST STYLES
-IN

Summer
B.

F.

—

Millinery.

important

of the

to

public

Glass and
department

1

have

one

the attention

Crockery

of my store.
In
stock of

&

Dry

to call
to the

addition to my

Fancy Goods,
of

GLASS &

Dry

Would announce that the past
Week has been the busiest ever
known ir, the Carpet trade of

City, having actually sold
ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED
YARDS in seven days.
Thanking my friends for their patronage. would inform those who

the LARGEST and BEST
selections of

CROCKERY WARE

be found in Waldo County.
inducement I will make the following; oll'er
for the NEXT THIRTY DAYS:

an

purchasing $5 north of Hoods I niil
present them With a srl of STONE ( HINA HANDLE
TEAS.
COME AND SEE ME.
Any

one

k i r r it i it a i:.
it I l a
Belfast, May 11,18S2—lntf

WANTED.
EXPERIENCED BCSHELEIt ON VESTS.
\V. M. PRIEST,
Apply »t once to
Belfast, May IT, 1882. 2w2U*

AN

\ard than <oM clsewhrie it. lit

150 PIECES

We (liter

Foule’ Cloths, Nuns Veilings, Brocades, illuminated
Mixtures, Buntings,Cashmeres
&.C., in Bronze, Drabs, Reseda,
Sage and Bottle Green,Persian
Blue, Golden Olive and Navy.

fer at

a

as

..

s|ieeia!t>

a

Heavy

our

“Beautiful for situation” is the
UEEh FARM.eastof Goose River
and Belfast harbor, which we of4w‘21*
bargain.
ELLIS & GINN.2G Church St.

7.V per

Department!
patrons,

We sell for '!7b\ p,

found in Eastern Maine.
open this week

Ed. H.

COLBY,

Uespeetfully informs the public that having
cured the large and desirable store.

Upholstery ij Drapery
DEPARTMENT.
Special

formerly occupied by Andrews Hro,., lie has had
it renovated and tilled with a NKW and
FKKSH STOCK of

have

we

lie such

Walking Jackets, Dolmans,
Sackings and Ulster Cloths,
Woolen
Brorhef, India and
Shawis.
Any style garment

been enabled to
a vai

he Ibuiid

I HAVE 1 HE LARGEST STOCK OF

Roxbury Tapestries

IN WALNUT AND

than we have hitherto carried.
As st requires much room to
show Laces we have enlarged
the dept, so our patrons can
now see the general effect of a
curtain draped. Our stock comprises an elegant line of Nottingham Laces, Examines and
Lappets in white and ecru. We
also keep a choice Sine of Antique Laces for trimming same,

Lowell Extra
IN

MIRRORS, LOUNGES,

OIL

STRAW

CLOTHS,
TINGS, RUGS, MATS,

am

at

No. 20 High St.,

Opposite Phoenix Row.
MAINE.

are on
are

the Track!

making lots of nice

AND GRAVE MARKS.
We have

&c.

a

good line

of

M A It n 1, e

ROBERT F. CHASE.

s H E L VE s
Which we are selling cheap. Also
Iron (ioods, such as Vases, Bouquet Holders, brand
Army Markers for decorating soldier’s graves.
We also keep Bustlr Vases and Baskets.
guT’loase give us a call at the Old Marble Shop

ol'

Lace

I 'mm I

to

m.

>

I .on

:

nl

MUSLIN STRIPES
j

-F O K

i

So extensive in style and variety that any shade cf Dress
Goods, Silk or Sackings can
be matched easily.

As

we

our

shall make this

one

of

leading specialties, no efwill he spared to keep be-

fort
fore our patrons an assortment that would do credit to
an exclusive trimming house.

K. OLAHK & « «.
High Street, near Phu-nlx House.
18,1882.—SiuiO*
Belfast, May
A.

Curtains.

•J.'k'.

inly

in‘i

y

W orked tor Curtail.... only ddr. pe.

Our

I

Carpet Room
thomuyhh

ate-!

i

storked

;;

u

,o.

'i

New cY: BeautiIni (foods.
W'eshow

loditVeivnt |-.uterusot

,»ver

Tapestry

and Woolen

Have

exhibition !'»

on

Oarpatings

si^ns in

FIVE FRAME BODY
illy

BRUSSELLS.

to the wan: of spare we
able to call attention to oin

Large & Desirable Stork
O F-

DRY

GOODS

Just received.

We simply say that
department is full of goods
especially in

even

pre-

Monuments, Tablets, Headstones,

MAT-

Made to order to match carpets.

1,000

Doz Buttons

short

Remember the Place !

And

HASSOCKS & BOX OTTOMANS

purchasers.

We

only

ask

an

inspection

of

Dress Goods

our

UNDERTAKING

THE CITY.

lit will

assortment m

! Nottingham Laces for Curtains

-A N D

Attended to promptly. The trimming and sale of
Caskets made a specialty.
Call on me. Prices
reasonable.
l;Jtf

BELFAST,

COTTON & WOOLS, HEMPS,

An endless variety at prices
that will astonish the sharpest

SETS Passamentries, Je! & Silk Fringe.
Ornaments, Laces, &c.
PINE,

notice.

Supers., We

I d: apei ,(■>■

an

dcpartii.i

Cords, Tassels. &c.

Every Tiller ot* the Soil Cottage

-1 N-

Heing an experienced Cabinet Maker I
pared to do repairing and manufacturing

-AND-

r

Spreads, Pillow Shams. Ti
NOTTINGHAM LACKS. dies. Nottingham Laces Jute
This year cur stock win be Hangings. Damasks. Cretonnes.
found to consist of a larger
and more varied assortment Piushes. Lambrequin Curtains.

TRIMMINGS !

the latest designs and improved styles.
Having purchased this stuck lor cash, at a great
reduction on old prices, I can give extra bargains.

Body Bmlls.

s

Window Shades, Fixtures.

short notice.

>\\

CHAIRS, CASKETS,

Five Frame

In this

splen<lid

a

to

no

rc-ent the jm 1»

;

iet\ of sli.idi

at tliis time.

as

;iveil

ti

and at

Bed

FURNITURE!

SOFAS,

-1 N-

1m

a111

seleetion of these ,'i,i!

our

se-

No. 20 High Street,

I shall

yards

con-

that the trade this
spring demands a greater variety than ever before, therefore we have spent much time
and energy in selecting ail the
LATEST and CHOICEST styles
which wiii be in vogue. We invite every one to step into this
commodious room and inspect

AND BED SPREADS.

yet purchased that al-

■

aid

\

LOOK AT THE

us

at

at the hi Vi p.

Splendid designs

largely

though the demand has been
INCLUDIN'!*
great, yet my stock is the largest and most complete to be CHAMBER

to

As

an

I las been

etc., of

me as

d.

inly Sac per yard.
the best ^ouds nude in \uiei i
ea.and vve ale nll'eriii.i; them [n ie-- p"

Should procure one of our
Farmer’s Suets, it consists of
a Double and Twist Suiting at;
25c. per yard, arid a Gabie
Woven Shirting as S2 8-2e. One i
cf these suits will stand more
hard wear than any other goods
ever produced that costs four
times the amount.

NEW

WELLS.

Governor of Maine
so

ai

<

Goods Store,

WHO WILL BE THE NEXT
I- not

7.",c. per j

inly

F. A. GILMORE.

A. D. CHASE’S

FOR SALE.

of

High Sts.

-OVER-

4 win

Repaired.

of Boston, continues to offer
his services to the citizens of Belfast and
•
vicinity in tuning and repairing or otherwise putting them in complete order, when so required,
thereby rendering the tone pure, harmonious and
lively, and the action more powerful and susceptible to the touch. Those desiring his services in
either of the above will please leave their orders at
Woodcock's store earlv as possible.

BLOCK,

MRS. H. E. BABCOCK.

No, I, Custom House Square,

have not

Notice.

Dkitty

Tuned

IQ.

May

^

PIANO-FORTES

3w20*

services «.i

Main and

MRS.

on

MADK TO <>h*DKK.
ask is for customers to give us a call
and look over our extensive duck and get prices,
feeling assured that if they do we shall get our
share of the trade.
not feel afraid that you will oilend us if
you do not

i

LOWELL. EXTRA

AND

Now all

vicinity

Sheriff of Waldo Co., t
State of Maine,
;
Waldo ss., May 22, A. D. 1882. )
is TO GIVE NOTICE, That on the I'.Hh
rpillJL day of May, A. 1). 1882, a Warrant in Insolvency was issued our of the Court of Insolvency for
said County of Waldo, against the estate of MAI O
II. CLEMENT, of Montville, in said County, ad
judged to be an Insolvent Debtor, on petition
of said Debtor, which petition was filed on the
l<*tn »lay of May, A. 1). 1882, to which last named
date interest on claims is to be computed. That
the payment of any debts and the delivery and
transferor any property belongingto said Debtor,
to him or for his use, and the delivery and transfer
»f any property by him, are forbidden by law. That
a meeting of the creditors of said Del tor, to
prove
their debts and choose one or more assignees of his
estate, will be held at a Court of Insolvency to be
hidden at the Probate office in said Belfast, or, the
b'*th day ol June A. D., 1882, at 10 o’clock in the
forenoon.
Given under mv hand the date first above written.
A. P. 1 AKGIJ L, Deputy Sheriff,
As Messenge r of the Court of Insolvency for said
2w2i*
County of Waldo.
of a

the

And feel eontident they ean please all who will
favor them with their patronage.

HOWES’
1ST PRICE!

31, & JUNE 1,1882, SPECIAL!

All are

GOODS!

FROM BOSTON,

this

/

A I,I.
epo
JL to

IRON FRONT STORE, MAIN ST„

CASKETS,

Dress

This line surpasses all others,
as we have many of the choic| These
est designs ever produced.

vinces

IN SALES!
mm

citeo.

Superfine Carpetings

pressed by

cordial!v invited to examine them.

They have secured

Having

Colored

The successful manner in
which we have run this department and the satisfaction ex-

-A N D

All

FANCY

BELFAST.

Hu.gs,

25 PIECES

got up

PICTURE FRAMES OH HAND

rettmicd from Boston, invites tlie

attention of the ladies of Belfast and

CU
great

FREEDOM NOTICE.

Coombs.

Styles!

Messenger’s

May 2oth,
•*

Having .pot

office

ARRIVED.

has.

MISS SOUTHWORTH

NEWS.

OF BELFAST.

(

Millinery Oping!

Thomaston, May Jtith.Capt. Artema- W. Walls,

ayed tis year.-, 2 month- and d da\>.
In s"oulh I'lion last on. May 17th, < aroline "... \\ i|V
of Thomas Lewi.-, aged 7d years.
In Bar Harbor, Mt. Desert, M iv lltli, Abide Wa>
gall, aged "2 years.
in Uoekland. Mav 14th, Ama-a dai k.-m of We.-t
Washington, aged 79 year-.
In Deer Isle, May Idlh, Flora 7
wife of Fremont
Holden, daughter of Jaek.-on stin-<*n, ayed 22 \rs.
In Appleton, May Lilli, Llmer (
ayed II
month- and Id day.-.
In Yinalhaven, May 11th, Mary Ann, (laughter of
.John and Helen C’orskie, ayed 7 years andti month.-.
In Waldolmro, May LOlli, Mose.s Folsom.
In Uoekport, Camden, May .7th,dohn .Jameson.
In Uoekport, Camden, April 19th, Clarcuee A.,
son of Frank and Laura d. Annis, ayed 7 vears and
9 months.
In Lnion, April 29th, Kli/.a, wife of David Beast-,
aged 44 years.
In Waldolmro, ( apt. Michael Newbert. ayed s>
years and d months.

\.

70

and

Cloak & Shawl

*

Robes «('*

Lith. Mi.-- >arah dar\is.

and at LOW

Xo Mich

or

70

Black

Styles

MillinerY

NlbUT.

or

premium.

Invito their friend* t«» call ami examim their
now stork of

ROBES

DEPROCX, so well known in
'•u'lneetion with tin* old Store, lias an interest in
the business, and will do everything he can to
please those who favor us with a call. Any callin thi- department will be promptlv answered,

Mattings, Hassocks,

____

A. P. MANSFIELD.

re

Jill. €»EO.

DAY

a

received,

17

P>. 0. Dinsmore & Son.

CALL ON I S AT

Lll.-worth, May

is worth

ROLES OF ALL KINDS.

CASKETS

In

I
In

the first selection this

H. H. Johnson 6c Co.

—

this eity. May 22d. -Ino.
Di< kei-on, ayed 12
years. 7 months and 19 day-.
In this eity, May 17th, Win. M Hall, ayed 42 yrs.
In Searsport. May 2t»th, Bhinnie (.
IVieiAm,
ayed II years and .’5 months.
In Searsport, May .7th, Mrs. .Joanna Caneiy ayed
7!* years.
In >ear-port. May 22d, Mrs. Caroline d. "doeir.
ayed .7.7 car-.
In Canton, Mass., May .71 h, daeob Marriner, formerly of Belfast, ayed so year.- and ! monlhIn Lll-worth, April 2Slb. Isa May, dauyhjter of
Alim- d. Clialto. ayed 1.7 \ ears, II months, 2d day.-.
In Lil-\\orih. .May lUh. Herman <>., infant son of
'*
W.jinds. 1!. Tripp, aged about 7 months.

counters now,
NEW GOODS are
will have the selec-

with XKW and

a 1 nt> i-t i.\ss

i iirtaiii Roods of all Kinds at bargain**.
inbj-fijuin Pattern'- am! any information
to drapery work free.
TRY l ".

in

they are,
keep the closest

PRICES.

miOLSTKKY, DRAPERY AMI CERTAIN WORK
Done in the \ tan iu:st manner, at low prices.
CORNICES &

Straw

our

H:r

<

Department

positively overllowing

has

THAT CANNOT BE PULLED APART.

can

furniture store.

■

Hemp Carpetings,

!n

MAINE.

everything

CLOTHS,

10 Rolls Extra

Parlor and Chamber Sets of all kinds,
extension and Centre Tables, Fancy
Chairs of every kind. Sofas, Lounges,
fart

OIL

stock of

> "U ran buy 1 1 RNITT RL at No. 7<» Main St.,
IILAPLR than any where el-e, beruuse we
have in -t rereiv. d a NKW >1' 1*1*1. Y of

in

!

-1 N-

11 •'11

A1'

Lowell Extras,

Silks, Watered, Brocades and
Fancy Designs for Polonaise
and Trimmings.

but

as

Handsome

Fancy Goods & Small Ware

prices

SHIP CARPENTERS,

'tml-

Announce to the public that
there will be no dissolution
this Spring, but a great change
in the prices of merchandise.
We start in with renewed efforts and are determined to
make this the liveliest year of
any in She annals of the Dry
Goods trade.
We fee! confident that 48 years’ experience,
sufficient capital and strict attention to business, enables us
to procure the choicest goods
at such prices that we can compete with any house in New
England. We open to-day

\>>u

can

as
we

there will be suffi-

only repeat

our

Brassells, Tapstry Brnssells,

the

opening,
tion, and

COME AND SEE US.

pi ices.

season.

imply that we shall
goods enough to go

those who

useless

in part

'omprising

some

not have

different classes of

ottr

this

would not

in the larger cities. We have just received some ENTIEEIA NEW STYLES,
\s at

in

were never

as

instances goods hardreach
the counters before
ly
are
sold, cases of this
they
kind happening every day. We

full of

was never so

styles

such demand

around, for
cient, such

both for ladies and gentlemen, which you
certainly ought to see before buying. We

Hosiery.

trade will lie

our

have made exten-

BLACK GOODS

quicker than
being in the

market every month enables us to show
all the late styles as soon as they appear

pleased
purchase or

Laces &
In

Maine that introduces all the NEW and
ourselves.

I

Considering the remarkably sue
we have alreads establish-

house in

no

lately added to our
Silk Stock, and we shall be
pleased to show them,as also

LARGEST STOCK
VI MI N I' and I.IDHT STORK to show

there is

We have

prices.

good wearing shoes, and if you wiil try

-

<
I

ot

them back

intend to have

Cambric,

sizes,' qualities

stock of

of

Goods!

New

full line of

a

and

Serge

all

pair

a

buyers

STRIPED & WATERED
Also

the arrival of his entire

announce

Spring

Are the

DO YOU KNOW
1

r»i-<ipt

In Sear-port. May 1 dh, at tin- Inui-«• d tin in i Uinotlier. by Uev. .L 1-rank llaley, ( apt. Frank B.
Odrord and Mi
Lmily >awy r. both •.i >. ar.-poi t.
In Burnham, May 14th. Mr. Alplmn-o J>. 7.»ui>y
and Miss .Jennit's. Uevnolds, both of Burnham.
in Appleton, dan. 1.7th, Mr. \\ in. < onant of searuiont. and Mi-- Mar;. A. Sweetland of Hope.
In Camden, >
II. Kniylu. L-q.. of < a--l<-t m, D
T., and Mi-- A bbie I k Stetson o» Limolnville. Me.
In South Hope. May Ibth, dedediah L. Sinpuoiiof Hope, and Until L. Wellman of si aiMiioiii.
In Uoekland, May Lith, Wm. <.. Brown and I.i//i<■
Jb Braekley. both of Uoekland.
In Uoekland. May nth. dame- IL Sweetland and
Sar ih d. Ashworth, both of South Thomaston.
hi Steuben, Ma> 7th, Mr. ( harles W
User id
Steuben, ami Mi— Hattie Ik Dyer of Bar Harbor.

given

BELFAST,

woiij

ice lie last

week.

goods

Would

SILKS!

in

1 nrJii

I: ! was troubled with A>y.-pepsia, < "ii -t.|
Bi les, -'k or Nerv«>us 11 -ada*die. >r ha- a ay n n 1 *•
"I
tie- "t Miiarli, Bowel-,
i- Liver, I
l u-e
Wiggiu’- Billet-, They have an iidi-1 i.i j»«-v. ,-r t..
cure, never -urp.m-ed m the hi-t.>*-> of m dh-ine.
•7" -ent- at HriLei-l-: by mail on
<d
pri<e.
Mi-- >awy« r'- "«aIviUoekland, Mi
Wiggin
as now prepared beat-the w«*rid.
2.7 <vnt
dm!"

.'Hu* Portland Advertiser says of Senator
Frye‘> bill oil shipping: "As a whole, the
mo-i'iire

dir

with

New Boston Clotting Store,

<

If the

figures are correctly given
t lie sale was a
good one—a ten year old ship
iHiring \n ithin s.'*,(khi <>f her original cost.
Arthur >*wall A <’o. launched at Bath, May IT.
'hip Henry \ illard of tifteeii hundred and li ft ytlire.* toil', owned b) Win. II. Starbuek.of New

AT ONCE and

is not talk, for

pair.

every suit.

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Fii/.ibeth. ha< been sold at San Francisco for
"H.T.ooo.
Sbe was built by Doss A' Sawyer at a
*'!

*

ask them to

we

M Alii-:

SILK 11A NI U\KU(’1IIKF

A

market i- >tea<i; and <|iiiet. with
light receipt-and bad weather Ai’oo-iook,'!?1 27,
ami -erne ask higher Maim ( eutral aid (.rami
Trunk, ,*1 2o.jl j 7. \ rinont, -12". New York,
>1 1.7a 1 2'. Burbank, -1 1-7 a 1 2". proiiii'.-. >■ I ih.j
120. northern, S! u.7al 10; .1.0*• k-.*n-. si
Byoi.k-,
t iiei ang-»e>. no. ; 1 ri h
^1 2-7, pe.-rles.-, if I "7 a 1 1
and r-eoieli, >ai a-o.
Ai’i’i.i;- -( hoiee haldwin and russet
sell at $1
.7o«.>pbbl; fair t" g'.od, s;7.7«jl 27.
.mmon, sj.»
g.*»o; trade llmi lor choice -election
Ha V vN 1 > >I'K.avv- I'Im- market i- tinn. ami choice
thumb’, command- .*22 on !• t- ,i. and lane', lots -cii
higher: fair b» good, s P.*a2l tine hay. £TO (J 1 : poor
b< ordinary, 12 a 1 t p ton ; rv e straw.
( toij; oat,
do. £10a 11.

s

..

they do not. we
pair or make the

CALF SHOES,

Suspenders
Or. per

TTe

>Ks

and has since been ottered a much larg'inii.I.<-gal action has been commenced

ijuite

satisfactory.

ones

will

improved.
1

plain,

Silk, Satin, Brocade,

MADE To OR I >ER, and we don't intend
that a poor shoe shall come into our store,

l’lease bear in

Gents’ Stiff Hats 85c.

'ler

in-:

and if
a new

(i ( m 11 )S

LOOK HERE
I"

\M>

ill

old

FOR CUSTOM TRADE.

kspoJt,

IlU'

good service,

will either give

regular

■

tin- -ea-oii.

i'

our

whether you

WOOLENS!

1

AT

latest novelties, both lined and

will say this. We haven’t a shoe in
stock blit that we will guarantee to

.<

1 ’«»1

large

A line line of

'.

"ATI hi* va
May 2".
« b nee 1!1
lb I ri K
Il ;;
I v.ov-teni <*n anary,
2*i j2<e fair to good, 21 2.7r
poire V ermont ami
New l"ik dai r v, 2’
fair
good, }•». 2•'!>j 2 le ;
ladle, l'0a21e.
< UF.I.SF— * Md -e!l> i: "in 12
ji". ; new. 10<j 12e.
—Choice eastern, I*.*
some liebl ;it 2oe;
Canada ami mother!.. loe; we-tern, l-1.. nl'.*< : loo
eases N. lir-t
llei 1 me to-day. sold at I
.:•*•
ea-e- -pot \\ « re soM at loe t.»- l; •
-mi Vliaiig*
Bkan—Choice hand pi- kei 1 pi a arc tirmly held
; 77a
fit omeatioii-,
-•», £:*. -r» being aske«i by some
1 liow
leal' --, medium-.
7u:; 70.
*3 2c>•
2"> for good, ami £3 3o are a.-krd for ha ad-picked

Nantasket

at

sc

j

half paper.
Everybody knows that
there are qualities of such shoes sold, but

Spring Overcoats! ON OUR JOB LOT COUNTER

Beef. Corned. Pth,
1.1.7
*j.12 I.inie, P bhl,
Buttei Salt P box,
2o < >at Mea
5
( oru, P bu,
.7«r,
minus, p if),
( rai ke ! ( om, P bu,
< lil.hero-.-ne.k
gal, N a2o
M< al
poll. k. P tli,
«7
( bee.se, P tb,
1 fa b; pork, p tb.
I ! a 12
.on
Cotfon "eed, pewt. f.7o Pla-ter,
I
bbl,
r.«7 Bye Meal, p
I
»dtishf dry. F R>,
1
Cranberries, P «jt, on a on >hori-, p cwt,
( lover Seed. p tl),
I0a20 "ugar. P Ri.
S .all
10
.00 all. 7.7 "alt', T. I., P bu.
Flour, P bbl,
Ho •."!•)•.I. P bu, 2.-0 a 2.'. Ml S. Po! aloe-, p *b.
Oall
1
!
7th
m.J.', Wheat Meal. P ih,
Lard, p R.,

public meeting of the Reform
t-t
Miuday. was an interesting one.
Mrs. Sarah F. Mcadcr which api»cared

"l

•ttii

day.

The

K'l.

•

the

iee«.

rv

-i

K

during

Misiiii-s will ite elo-rd

toes, and the soles

at the

a

to all

Interesting

and very choice as
sortment of Sun Shades, including all the

.lust received

are

should be

assortment of

large

>

through

are

well

BELFAST PRICE CURRENT.
Correcttd HWkh/ fur the Jvurnid.

I p

they

Temple.

-OUR-

<

-•

his children that he expects to last

$10.00,

in tiii* moulli. coming up of
food after ating. low spirits. Ac.
For -ale byall dealer-.
Try if. Twodo-e- w ill relievi y mi.
ja-le

Masonic

shoes for

new

C0*

The

out.

but if any person should get

Gents' All-Wool Suits

-our

a

AFTER

has got

man

-() F-

Johnson

sick of them.

are

H.

.

-at-

the

them all summer, it is awful discouraging to lind, after a few weeks wear, that

do

any $15.00 suit
and a suit we had no

a

played

are

public

such,

afflicted with

the Heart. Heart-burn. Wai-

of

the Moiuaeli, Yellow Skin.

he

will

e

•

made

as

are

per cent. of Hie

<

are

bra-h. gnaw iug and burning

ib>wtr- upon the graves of all
resting then
A i-i* i;i•• dinuei will be had

rs

the I'nitrd Mate-

Palpitation

place

•''d-ami

eiity-tiv

v

is

suit

well

old in Belfast,
difficulty in selling last season for
si;?.50, we shall now close the lot at

and Liver Com-

stomach. >ick Headache. 11 a bit ual

hich time

w

in

s.

this

S8.00 Per Suit.
the world

m

hy-pep-ia

these two disease- and their

it u,e several burial

i

X

from

More than

people

Comrades will assemble at the

M*
i-1- wiil

-autiering

plaint.

year-,

tin-* village Ma> doth under
Bradstreet Most No. 41
A.

at

M

b>!!.• w

mi

of exercise- at the memorial

!er

I

tlio.-e

old and much

an

as

in

known

shoes

Cheap

we

of the best wool-

one

The

country.
trimmed

Flower.

August

The mo-j miserable being-

by

manufacturers

en

a

...

<

Hoods made

The Star Route cases w ill all be ! ried top i ln r.
but if will be well into the summer before they
will I. lini-hed.

very line appearance with
at
and gabled iMo:
11 is general 1 v
Mr. Newell from Chelsea, Ma-s
I i.rle Mead lie\t to A s Davis’s thi-

>d

■

boanh’dand-hingled.

BUSINESS SUITS!

onvention favoring Hon. \\ \\ Thomas, d r..
f«»r<Jo\ rnor. Resolutions wi n passed ovpres>ing full confidence in Mr. Thomas** integrity
and ability, and demanding that the convention
take it- candidate from Portland, the largest
city in tin State, the one that pays more than
one-eighth of the State tax. and a' city that haunt hud a Republican candidate for (Aoyeruor
since tin formation of tin Republican party.

won

All-Wool

Purely

<

.Tin-

<r

buying and selling only

$6.50 Per Suit.

a large and enthusiasticcaucus held hy tin
piil»lic*:iii> of ( ape Kli/abtHi May Kith a delegation was unanimously chosen io tin stab*

building in the lower part of the
pcrelia-i-d by Mr. Brackett of ( an
!ii move I
by Mr. "stewart of Belfast,
oj''kiii*'a are rebin Iding and
thoroughly renovabe tin
'iinmi'T season.
The building will
1> 5
occupancy about the lir-t of July_
tic sea-idc still progresses
tiuely. The
.1
"ttaire i- about completed and that

'•t'

Dpi Upon

(Wilts' All-Wool Suits

At

be

Sun Shades! im GOODS! GRAND Incontestable
jjwsi iin:\i\|| VALUES!
It! Sun Shades! H
I

We are

Kt

'Saturday evening
Belfast and I*', it. (.'rover of

H. Mavo of

"'l

"

m.

the latci

•

!~n

Prices for the Million!

At the Cheese Factory, on Satat 1 o’clock r. m.
Morrill. At ttie IJrick School House, on Saturday, May 27th, at 7.30 p. m.
Monty It.t.k.
At the School House, McFarland’s
Corner, on Saturday, May 27th, at l*. M.
Xobtiiport.
\'t the Wood School House, on
Saturdav, dune 3d, at 1 o’clock i\ m.
Prospi:<
At the scliool House in district No.
3, on Thursday, dune l-t, at 7 r m.
slarsport.
At the Town I louse, on Saturday,
dune 3d, at 7 r. m.
skahsuont.
At tin* Po<t oili.-e, on Saturday,
dune 3d, at ('• o'clock p. m.
Thornoikk. At the Town House, on Friday,
dune 2d, at 1 p. M.
Titov. At the Town lloin.', on Saturday, dune
3d. at a o’clock p. m.
W1N TER port.
At Curtis Hall, on s;|| urda\. Mav
27th. at 4 o’clock r. m.

apt. Sam tie I Veazie amt wife left
!;r e" r->ui, tor \(w York where the
captain
lake charge ot ''hip !
II Morse, lately coin

'•i.i >m

M1

'•

burial.

Store!

Clothing

Lincoln Vit.i.i;.

he temporary-( apt. Ceo. \\ Crockett is
a nice little craft for business and
pleas
o’c
Mr. Fdward A very, formerly of
Winterport,
■I'd at \ inalhaven recently, and was brought to
tor

Boston

o---o

urday, May 27th,

will

cry

3XT E w

Convention at Portland, June 13th.
publican
The following towns have been heard from, with
the time and place of meeting, to which the attention of Republicans is called—
Brooks. At Rich’s Hall,on Saturday, May 27th,
at *'» o’clock i\ M.
Isi.ESiwso. At Ryder’s Hall on Friday, May
2t»th, at 4 V. m.
Liberty
At Morse*- Hall, Saturdav, June 3d,

lining up

I’ro-pert

e

state

■

I'not h A

Caucuses.

County

The Republican town committees have called
caucuses in the several towns in Waldo county for
the purpose of electing delegates to attend the Re-

—

Black Silks.
AND CORSETS.
Our leaders in these goods are
atttracting much attention.
We are pleased to state that we have
before had such an extensive variety
of choice styles in our stock, and feel confident that our selection forthisSpring and
Summer will meet with great approval by
all our customers.
It will be impossible for us to advertise
all the lines we shall offer this season, as
we shall place special bargains upon our
counters daily.
never

T. W. Pitcher & Co.,
Wholesale and Retal Dealers.
BLUE

STORE,

BELFAST.

JOBBING!
As

we

above

have

our

we

and

spacious

room

have tilled the

same

large

a

store,

specially caljobbing trade, and we
prepared to sells goods at wholesale
than the prices obtained in the west-

with DOMESTIC OooDS,
culated for the
are

less
ern

Country merchants will

markets.

study

their interests to

give

us

a

TERMS CASH.

Geo. W.
83 Main

call.
i;

Burkett,

St., Belfast. Me.

To

.Esthetic

Gratify His Wife.

An Interesting Story

Decoration.

Answer This.
Can you find any case of Bright’s Disease of the i
Kidneys, Diabetes, Urinary or Liver Complaints
that is curable that Hop Bitters has not or cannot
cure? Ask your neighbors if they can.

When 1 asked of Angelina—

She than whom there's none diviner—
“Can you decorate old china
In the true aesthetic style?”
Straightway did she make'me answer,
"You can bet your boots I can, sir;
Bet the limit of your pile!

A Hopeless ( use Cured.

A (<ood Reason for Happiness.

“I can’t do it,” never did anything. “I will do
it,” has worked miracles. This little point is nicely
illustrated by the man who was trying to crack a
safe.

“Yes, sir. when to decorate it
statement of Mr.

Washington Monroe,
County, New York.

I set out, a dinner plate it
Would lie difficult to mate it,
For that’s just within my line;
And 1 tell you if you'd seen it
(Which the same I really mean it),
YouM declare it quite divine!"

Catskill,

of

<»r«en

manv years I had suffered from a complaint
which the physicians called (.ravel. 1 had employed some of the most noted doctors without obtaining any permanent relief, and fora longtime my
case was regarded as hopeless.
All who knew the
circumstances said I must die. Finally, my wife

“For

me

to

try

incantation
decoration
Which so interests the nation—
Tell me, Angelina, pray?
Leave me not to wild conjectures.
Nor to Wilde's still wilder lectures,
But explain the simple way!"

recommended ‘Favorite Remeothers whom I knew to have suffered from
dy’
Kidney and Liver complaints; and I assure the
public that the ‘Favorite Remedy’ lias done it- work
with a similar completeness in every single instance, and I trust some other sick and discouraged
mortal may hear of it and try the ‘Favorite Remelm2o
dy’ as I did.”
>inoe then I have

"Then,
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Dysjapsia,

If r

a
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t

The Best

Remedy

How much happier is be who remains immovable. and smiles at the madness of the
dance about him. [Dryden.

Known to Man.

The

I 2,000,000 Bottles
MILS) *I\( F

ll Stimulates the Ptyuline In the Saliva, which
converts the starch amt sugar of the food Into
glucose. \ deJIclenc) in Ptjaline causes Wind and
Souring of the food in the stomach. If the medicine is taken Immediately after eating fhe fermentation of food Is prevented.
it acts upon the Lher.
ll acts upon the kidnejs.
It Regulates the Bowels.
It Purities che Blood.
It quiets the Nervous Sys ehi.
It Promotes Digestion.
It Nourishes, strengthens and Invlgorutcs.
It carries off the Old Blood and makes new.
It opens the pores of the skin and induces Healthy

is one ol the very lew tonic
medicines that are not composed mostly of alcohol or
whiskey, thus becoming a
fruitful .0 urce of intemperance by
promoting a desire
for rum.

The tiling the la tter it is. ttie greater the
abuse: ami there is nothing blit through the
malice of mail may he abused.
[J. Lviv.

Bough water
ing. When the

can teach
state is

lessons worth know-

unquiet, personal qualities are more than ever decisive.
[Emerson.
Grief, which disposes gentle nature to retirement. to inaction and to meditation, only
makes restless spirits more restless. [Macaulay.
1. look upon indolence as a sort of suicide;
for tile man i- effectually destroyed, though the
appetite of the I •rut- mm survive. [Chester-

Ii neutralize.- t• lier»*fHt:*r\ taint, « r poison in
blood, \\ 11'.1 11 generates >'T<tfula, Lrvsipelas,
and all manner of skin disease- rind internal
tin-

humors.

There

are no spirits employed in ii- inanufnet
and it can be taken by the most delicate babe,
<>r by tin* aged and fee ble, rare on l a ho in//
required
in attention to tlirertions.
ure.

Let

only suffer any person
~tory, morning and evening,
ii'

is

What is religion? Kindness to creatures,
"’hat is happiness? The healthiness of a
living being in this world. What is kindness?
hood nature. What is wisdom? Discrimination.

Me.

Dr. ( lark Johnson’- Indian Blood
rup has greatbenetited me for Dyspepsia and I>illi< wlty <»t the
Nervous .Svstem I would not be without it.
J. A. WITH A M.

ly

The

Bingham,

Somerset Co., Me.
I have used I)r. ( lark Johnson’s Indian Blood
Syrup for Disease of the stomach ami Liver, and
have been much benefited thereby.
Mbs. ’-.RICHARDSON.

Im

Slaughter of Maine
IKS

11 \

Moose.

M i: l'K<) ] K( TI< IN I’A

V

?

I "i' >t and Stream publishes a letter from
Lueius I.. Hubbard, of Cambridge, Mass.,
with resrard to the protection of game, ami
Agents wanted i< r tin- -ale of tin- Indian Blood
whieli contains a table giving the results of a
Syrup in every town or village, in which 1 have no
-'lies ot tours made by thirteen gentlemen,
agent. Particulars given on application.
either alone or accompanied by one or more
frieml". between The year> 1stts and issi. with !
DRUGGISTS SELL IT.
all of the moose, deer and caribou ever shot by
j
them in Maine. “From the table it appears," I
'ay* Mr. H., “that in 13 year" lio tours have i
been made by the parties mentioned, wbieh is
to one tour by each of them in each
equivalent
of
>ucee»i\e years. In
years then these
parties spend an aggregate of 1,000 days in tin*
wood*, employ loo guides, pay them $o,000, expend altogether m the State over $13,000, and
kill T moose. 4 caribou, and 4 deer. At this
rate they would in 1 year spend 200 days in the
woods, employ 2o guides, pay them $1*000, and
e a\e in Maim
$2,000, and would kill an average of 1.4 moose, .s caribou, and .s deer!
Fiifortunately the means are not at liand of
estimating with any degree of accuracy the
number of sportsmen who visit The Moosehead
region annually, either absolutely or as compared with the number of such as*visit all other
wild regions of Maine. It is almost beyond
doubt, however, that this number increases
A Never-Failing Cure for Burns,
from year to year, and if some method could he
de\ iseil to ascertain it. even approximately, for
Scalds, liruises, Cuts, Sores, etc.
each season hereafter, the result would doubtAfter forty years of trial, Perry
less be productive of good. The force of the
Davis’ Pain Killer stands unrivaled.
above figures is. however, in no degree lessened
It is safe! It acts immediately! It
by omitting these larger comparisons.
never fails!
Let ll- llow see liow much two enterprising
Editor of the St. John (N. B.) News, Eays:
hunters get from a month's work in the early
In llesli wounds, urii .s. pains. seres, etc.,
it is the most eifectual r*-in- dy we know of.
spring on the moose-grounds. Four instances
have been known in recent years where parties
No family should be without a bottle of it
for a single hour.
of two hunters each have thus taken, out of
From the Cincinnati Dispatch:
season, an average of 20 moose per partv. SupWe have seen it s magi- effects, and know
pose t he carcasses of 20 moose weigh 12,000 lbs.
it to be a good artlcl< \
dressed, and that half of this meat—a large porFrom I. S. Potter, U. S. Consul at Crefeld,
tion is sold at logging-camps and elsewhere at
Rhenish Prussia:
0 cents per pound. The profit would be *300.
After long years of use, j am satisfied it
Is positively efficient as a healing remedy
The hides, if saved and brought to market,
for wounds, bruises, and sprains.
would bring 810 each, or 8200 more—*5l>() in all.
W.
W.
Sharper, Valdosta, Ga., say
j
Deducting *00 for expenses, we have 82>">o as
Jtis a panacea lor all bruises and burns.
the net profits of each man.
|FromR.W. Adams, Saco, Me.:
It gave me immediate r< lief.
According to our table, 20 moose, if killed by
tourists in one season, would bring into the
R. Lewis says:
I n forty years’ us It never has failed me.
state over 837.000. and distribute among 2sti
W. W. Lum, Nicholvillc, N. Y., says:
guides 81-1.300. or 850 per man 1
1 use your P un Killkk in fluently,
it
The moose killed by tourists arc in a great
relieves pain and soreness,and Lewis wounds
majority of cases bulls, for reasons not necessary
like magic.
to
state. Tin- ••crust-hunter,” on the contrary,
J. W.Dee says:
is likely to kill as many cows as bulls, for InFor scalds and burns it lias no equal.
comes upon and exterminates entire
“yards" of
PERRY DAVIS’ PAIN KIT LER is not
these creatures, in which the females sire apt to
a new untried remedy.
I or forty years
it hasbeen in constant use; and those who
predominate. Now. 20 moose, of which the
have used it the longest are its best Jr lends.
majority are females, if unmolested by the proIts success is rntire'n because of its merit.
fessional hunter during the close season, ought
Since the Pain Killer was iirst introduced,
in 5 years to increase by reproduction so as to
hundreds of new nlodicines have come and
number loo by the end of that time.
gone, while to-day this medicine is more
Suppose we allow to per cent, for decrease
extensively used and more highly valued
from natural causes, and 20 per cent, for dethan
r before.
Every family should have
a bottle ready for use. Much pain and heavy
crease from hunting bv
professionals at legitidoctors* bills may often be sored by prompt
mate seasons, our herd would still contain 70.
application of the Pain Killer. *Unlike most
1 if this number 50 bulls and cows
might be shot
medi' inrs. it is perfeeVy safe even in the hands
by tourists in 5 years, and. by the same figures
of a child. Try it once thoroughly, and it
a> before, their
will prove its value. Your druggist has it
capture would bring into Maine
over 800,000. distribute among the guides over
at £5c., 50c. and SI.00 per bottle,
835.000 of that sum. and still leave a nucleus of
PERRY DAVIS & SON, Proprietors,
2o moose to keep the supply good for generaProvidence. R. I.
tions to come, or until the forests of Maine shall
1 yr2f>
have become farms, and the moose driven away
for w ant of shelter, which may a kind Providence prevent! In a word tlien, two hunters
destroy in one month, at a profit of *500 to
themselves, a self-perpetuating source of income, which, if jtrulerfed, would yield to them
and their brother-guides, *7,000,'and to other
citizens of their State *11,000 yearly, for an indefinite time.
THE
’"o place my deductions beyond criticism, I
know I should include caribou and deer in
them. not. however, at the rate of four of each
of the latter to seven moose, because deer and
caribou are very little hunted for their hides, in
tin- Moosehcad region at least. As previously
intimated, it is difficult to form any estimate of
the exact value of game as an incentive to tourists to bring their money into Maine, and of anyFOR
BRAINAND
one kind of game as
compared with another. I
NERVES.
prefer to leave the matter to the general render
nr A SUPERIOR NUTRITIVE MEDIin the hope that additional facts may be elicited
CINE, RICH IN PHOSPHATES AND NOT
on the subject.
A CHEAP, ALCOHOLIC DRINK. Jk 3 Highly
Not only is the game of Maine an attraction to
recommended by Chemists and Physicians as
A POSITIVE TONIC, ALWAY8
very many of her visitors, but the fish is eijualACCEPTABLE AND RELIABLE,
ly so, to perhaps a larger number of persons,
as it does not stimulate the brain or irritate
and when we reckon, in our calculations, the
the syBtem and leave deleterious effects. On
number of fishermen who come annually to
the contrary, it furnishes just that which is
Maine’s trout-streams, and the families they
necessary to the brain, strengthens and quiets
the nerves, purifies the heart’s blood, and
bring with them, to remain at convenient localithereby makes only the best flesh, bone and
ties near bv. the income thus derived by tinmuscle.
tlT It works wonders, curing
people of the State must swell into thousands
NEKVOrS and GENERAL DEBILITY,
and thousands of dollars annually.
MALARIA, DYSPEPSIA, INSOMNIA.
This subject is almost limitless", but leads inProduces a healthy action of tho Liver and
Kidneys, fortifying the system against tho
variably to one conclusion; that if communities
miasmatic influences, and will be found inon the borders of the game-lands have their
valuable in all pulmonary and bronchial diffiown interest and prosperity at heart,
culties. DELICATE FEMALES, NURSING
they will
see the necessity of preserving this source of
MOTHERS and WEAKLY CHILDREN can
find no remedy equal to this healthful blood
revenue for I he general good, and not allow it to
and nerve food tonic. C tTFor sale by all Drugbe selfishly destroyed for the benefit of a/nr. I
gists. fl.00 per bottle. Prepared only by
WHEAT BITTERS CO.,
sincerely iiope that others who have a greater
Office 19 Park Place, New York City.
pecuniary intepest in the subject than myself
may succeed in their efforts to induce a hearty
co-operation in the enactment of proper gameI laws, anil make provision for their rigid enforcement.
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LAW NOTICE.
.1 KW KTT having disposed of tin* milking
Xjl» establishment mi his farm, will endeavor to
and
make it l’»»r the interest of litigating part;their counsel to call on him f«*r professional aid instead of going out of the county for it, as lie will
erv ire
now give iii-s time to his profession, and the
of his clients, who will lind him in his oilier iluily
from it a. .w. to 12 at noon, and from 2 t-- 5 r. M, and
at his hoii-r at all other hours of tin- day ready to
attend to client-. The Waldo liar embodies all the
legal talent required to try both sid» ot any ca>r in
court, and need not submit to the tnortilieation of
going out of tie countv for professional assistance.
A. (. JKWKTT.
Feh. 14, bsS2.
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PERUVIAN SYRUP
Principle,
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ngi h,
ten.

runes

ing effects are not followed by corresponding
lion, but are permanent.
SETH \V. FOWLE Ez SONS, Proprietors, i;
Harrison Avenue, Boston. Sold by all Dr::o0Ets.

Prices Reduced.

Book Sale.

>ViiLI WKS
KKOM l{KV.
KM H <. 1 IS library, marked down from
W. II \NKVs
25 t<» 50 percent, lower still, at <
store.
Among which are—One set of Dirk’s W arks,
*2 vols., $2.00 ; History of Jewish (liurch, 2 vols.,
$1.50: set of Itolliii’s Histories, 2 vols., $1.50;
The Land and its Story, 7 5e. ; Life of Christ, needier
75c.; tom pa rat he Physiology, $1.00; thanFling’s Works, set J vols.. $1.50 : ('hanning’s MeAnd manv oilier valuable
moirs, .’i vols., 75c.
works at from one-tilth to one third ol cost.
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Having been unexpec*. ]' called upon
I lop
to take charge ot the ah *v- n t<
the assistance of MH. ld*W UIBS, the
I reputa
former clerk, to maintain tb
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tion heretofore formed *•.
lord, MH. WILL H. II0LMKS, who ii s- ,ken up his
II. \. L\N('ANTKK,
residence in dockland.
American Hotel, Belfast, Me.
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JOHN «. PARK, n. R.
Supt. Worcester Lunatic Hospital,Worcester,Mass.
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Superphosphate,
FOR SALE BY
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FRANK R GRAY, Foot of Main St..
151 f
BELFAST,
MAINE.

WASHING**5 BLEACHING
IN HARD OR SOFT, HOT OR GOLD WATER.
SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and gives universal satisfaction.
No family, rich or poor should be without it.
Sold by all Grocers. BEW ARE of imitations
well designed to mislead. PEARLINE is the
ONLY SAFE labor saving compound, and
always bears the above svmbol, and name of

SEAMEN WANTED*
EIIUN DRED SEAM EX WANTED 1X R< KJK
land for coasting. Apply to
JOHN S. RANLETT, Shipping Agent.
Rockland, Aug 30, 1&S1.—30

ON

KNOW TIIK FUTURE!

ProfMaor Martinra.lha Urtat k[>annk
Boor, Aalrotogsr and I'rynhulogut. will for
C to., with ago, height,ooior of r»«a,
aad lock of hair, aand a aarraal parlora ol
four futur# huabasd or wife, with oama,
tana and placo of mooting, aad marriage

■ryckologacolly yridirlad. Money aoturnod
if not aatlallad. Addrooa, 1‘rof.woor MARTIN KZ, 10 Moot'y Miner, Bualua, Mara.
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TARTLINC
DISCOVERY !
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MANHOOD RESTORED.
A victim of youthful imprudence causing PremaNervous
ture Decay,
Debility, Lost Manhood, ete.
having tried in vain every known remedy, has di
covered a simple self-cure, which he will send FREE
to his fellow-suilerers, address J. H. REEVES, 43
Jhatham St., N. Y.
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THE CULVERWELL MEDICAL C\

success.
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AN ervk Diseases. Only sure
Jbr Fits, Epilepsy and Nerve Affections.
Tnfai.liri.e If taken as directed. No Fit softer
first day's us>\ Treatise and $2 trial bottlefreeto
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rame,
1. o. and express address to Dr. KLINE, 931
-Arch St. Philadelphia, I’a. See principal druggists.
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TOKHHd'.A or Seminal W eakne--, Involuntary >*ii!
inal Losses, Impotlma, Mental and 1’hy-if.d In
capacity. Impediments to Marriaire, ete.; also, ( <»\
St Ml’TION, K 1*1 LKl’St and Fl s, induced by -ell -in
diligence or sexual extravagance, Am.
The celebrated author, in this admirable L--ay
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty y ear.-’ sucre--,
ful practice,that the alarmingemiseipienci's ot -elf
abuse may be radically cured ; pointinyr out a mode
of cure at once sample, certain, and elb-etmil, i-y
means (if which every siifterri, no matter what his
condition may he, may curt* himself cheaply, pri
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remitting j
one dollar.
Assignment- k ei.nl. d at Wa.-hington.
A n Agency in the I 'nitol Stat> s possesses sujterior
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patentability of inrention.s.
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It is cheaper for you at three cents a-pool than
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name-, is mu imposed on you instead of it. from
interested motives.
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One is worth more than a
of any other kind.
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HAVE BEEN IMITATED,

Get

Price ‘25 cents, l or sale h> all Druggists.
Tr> it and you will be com ineed like thousands
I who have u-ed it and now testify to its value.
Ask for Schlottcrbecli’s Corn and Wart Solvent
and take no other.
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Brown's Iron Bitters
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O F

THE BIHGEE & CONARB CO’S

F'urnished and laid hy the square

with its Vital
Life Element, IKON, inn:
and
Now
Life
i..t > all p
Vigor
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HE.\R\, J011\S0X & LORD, Props., Burlington, Yt.

i; or
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temporary recuperation.

Supplies the blood

IL LANK, Agent, Belfast.
Bella.'!, \ i * r i 1 14, ]vs_». jr.

For sale by all dealers in medicine.
Send
address for pamphlet, free, iriving full directions.
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ton and return..
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Pine, Spruce and Hemlork Planks, Boards.
Laths, Shingles, Clapboards, and Pickets.
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Far** to Boston.
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Cure Your Corns!

Frames & Dimension Stuff of all kinds
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ell, New York, Philadelphia, Baltimore, Washi
ion, and all Western and Southwestern points, :
Baggage « lu cked through, f reight taken as u~:

Price 25 cts. per bottle.

Kkcistku or Dki;i»s, f
Belfast, April 2"), tss’2.
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to manufacture various blank books for
that have riven good satisfaction. andean
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Libraries Itebnund and Hepaired. Marking done
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FOSTER, MILBURN Si CO., Prop'rs, Buffalo, N. Y.
III LUST in il. II. MddliJ.
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PURIFY THE BLOOD
by expelling all Morbid Secretions.

book-binder of long years experience* (and for- !
mcrly with the late It. <>. < >. Washburn, of this !
city, 1 am now bet ter prepared t ban ever to bind
books in all the I.ATKsT STY I.MS.
Harper's Bros. Publication', Scribner’s Monthly
anil all Periodicals published hound cheap.

on

cure

L‘:jr.4u-e Organs
in good working ordtr and perfect lical .it
will be the lesult
'1 others sub
Ladies
jeettoSick Headache win n.id relict
ar»d permanent cure by the use of thes Bitters
Being tonic and mildly purgative th v
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ur-;e
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all Of which these

eases, etc.,

BitUvs will speedily
Keep the Stomach,

f H.ir-t k Hi- -l Hifsati tv the i.
that it is the Greatest HI-Pur her !i
-.••
PRICE, 91.00. TRIM sir.E, io rents.

A

Appetite, Jaundice, Apoplexy, Palpitations,
Eruptions and Skin Dis-

valuable

very

Liver

Rheumatism, Dizziness,
Headache, Loss of

■■

/PERM \

\ KILLER /

MR. PHINEAS

VARIETIES

preparation a necessity :
and il applied, will save hun-

liver

tin*

secured

Kidneys, Torpid

Sick

at Or cr.

services of

5SPLENDIDyour CHOICE <P3 R

Laboratory ll West 3d St., N. Y. City.

PtIH

MAINE,

CUNNINGHAM,Northport.

your

for

the

BOOK-BINDING!
OMCK —Having

F

Biliousness, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Diseases of

Owls

Brin; in Your Books

Boston,

Cures Scrofula, Erysipelas, Pimples ond
Face Grubs, Blotches, Boils, Turn r.
Tetter, Humors, Salt Rheum, Scald Head,
Sores. Mercurial Diseases, Female Weaknesses and Irregularities, Dizziness. Loss cf
Apoetite, Juandice. Affections of the Liver,
Indigestion, Biliousness, Dyspepsia and
General Debility. 1 Erections i:i i1 \ciilanguages.

CATARRH

Cin.,C>., Nov. 16,1SS1.
< toils:—The foolish wastf vital force in business,
u..;
pleasure, and vicious indulgence of our people, makes

(or

Will give immediate relief, and
in a short time effect a permaAfter constipation follows
nent cure.

DICKEY, BROWN & MORSE,
Maine.
Scarsmont,
N. B. Boors, sash. Blinds, Door and Window
Butters
and
Frames,
Mouldings, at the lowest
prices. Also lobbing of all kinds done at short

notice.

KATAHDIN,
CAMBRIDGE,
( apt. Otis Ingraham,
(apt. Wm. K. Kol\,
(ommeneing Monday, April 17, 1*V2. h||| make
POl'It TKIPS PKK WKKk, leaving Lincoln Wli,t!

Pellast, April !*\ isS2.-I.Mf

I

Boston,

Font Til IPS PE It WEEK.

1U1UE urns

High St.. Belfast.

winter, and are made from llrst-rlass stock. The
lot must be closed out within the time stated, as
we intend to discontinue the manufacture of titbits. We otter them ut the wholesale prices In
Boston, as follows: s feet Walnut,,sis.50 : s feet
Ash. SO.50 at our factory, and 25 ets. per table extra In Belfast, or we will deliver them In lots of 5
or more w ithin 10 miles of Scarsmont for
$n.75
and SO.75 each. Now is the time to buy a nice
table, they will never be as low again. We want
all who read this to remember that these tables
can't be iiianufacHired for the prices to-day. Fall
and see them and send III your orders curly before
they are all gone. We Use the Wellman patent
leaf support. All orders promptly attended to.

GRAY,

BELFAST,

&

Bangor

Toiicliln" at llumpilen. Hlnlrrpurt, Burkspurt
Nearspurt, Belfast, Camden unit Korkland.

DR. HENRY BAXTER'S

SALK OPKN8 MAY 1th, and continues until
rpHK
A June 15th, unless the lot Is closed out before,
embracing a large lot of

FMULUS A. HILLS, Lincolnville.

Bitters:"

[Ilitopadcsa.

To impose oil a child to get by heart a long
scroll of phrases without any ideas is a practice
titter for a jackdaw than for anything that
wears the shape of man.
[Watts.

E. H. COLBY, 20

a.

to

Between

a

BY

SALE

Bangor

STEAMSHIP CO.

BB

BB

owe

Dickey, Brown & Morse,

SAMUEL S. LANE.

Rev. G. \Y. Rice, editor of
the American Christian Review. says of Brown's Iron

dreds who resort

B

Boston and

froa

suffering

thousand other diseases that
their origin to a disordered
state of the Stomach and Bowels,
and inaction of the Digestive Organs, when the use of
and

At the factory of

cating beverages.

to

Libraries are a> the shrines where ail the
relies of the ancient saints, full of true virtue,
and that without delusion or imposture, are
preserved and reposed. [Bacon.

E. F.

and at the same time absolutely kill the desire for
whiskey and other intoxi-

iif the poison-tree of the world, there arc
indeed two sweet fruits—the relish of the
nectar of poetry and association with good

Dre-den Mills, Lincoln Co., Me.
I was troubled wiM D-.-p.-p-ia and Indigestion,
and failed to llmirelimui! 1 tried Dr.( lark John
son’s Indian Blood > rup, which greatIv benefited
me.
Mi-s MARY T. (iROYKs

AGENT,

no excuse for
f'.MBS C B |»-1 fi

EXTENSION TABLES,

This is

We have used the Paeitie (iuano hy the sid>- <d a
well know n superphosphate and were highly pleas
ed w ith lh-‘ result. We shall u-e it another year.

intoxicating stimulant, and
it will, in nearly every case,
take the place of all liquor,

[Burke.

people.

MAINE.

FRANK R.

Brow n’s Iron Bitters
guaranteed to be a non-

tell us his
hut for one
twelve month, and lie will heroine our master.

Hancock t <>., Me.
Phis i- t*» certify that I had Chronic I>iarrhu*a for
fifty years, ami ha ve used all the medicine 1 have
heard rerummended, tried ail tie- doctors within
thirtv miles, ami paid »ut overtwo lumdred dollars,
all to no purpo-e. 1 procured ti on an agent, some
<*f Dr. Clark Johnson's Indian Blood syrup, and it
helped me immediately. The disease "has now entirely left me, and 1 consider myself well. I advise
all sufferers to try it.
WILLIAM DBA NT.

HANSON,

SEWE! LA. fjLACK, Beifasi.

field.

r.m-ksport.

Top Carriages,

FOR

inconvenience in
of taking

We cannot he too much on our guard against
reactions, lest we rush from one fault into
another contrary fault.
[Whately.

Perspiration.

<

and

Tool- were ranked in the class of philosophers,
and the ancients made use of them as pereeptors
in music and morality.
[Broome.

Propertira

York, York

obstacle

Wagons,

I have the nobbiest wagon you ever saw, ami the
easiest wagon to ride in thalyou ever got into, and
will stand as much abuse as any wagon ought to.
The above wagons arc built in Maine by one of the
most reliable manufacturers in the Male, each wagon i- fully WAitUANTKD and will
proven -funding
advertisement. Be .-ure and see them. 1 am also
prepared to supply in anv quantity,

F.

There is

Wahiiiftl'- Ash Extension Tables.
These tables were all manufactured by us the last

Soluble
Pacific Guano,

Brow n's 1 m.n Bitters

travelling i- the prejudice in favor
the body with lb.
[N. T. Willis.

|N?0.

rlu* St/niji J'nsst'tsiS Varied

chief

Concord

BELFAST,

ei il he said of thee, and if it he true, cortin -elf; if it he a lie. laugh at it. [Epictetus.

A mind which is ever crowding its memory
with things which it learns may cramp the
invention itself.
[Watts.

RU iousuess, Xer roils Debit it y Ac.

sur-

folks

is the care of a very great part of mankind to conceal their indigence from the rest.
[Samuel Johnson.

Dropsy,
Disease,

that cannot be

wagon

a

passed for durability, style, finish, Ac. »>il tempered springs, Sawin wheels, easy seats, &c.
Don't
buy until you have examined them. You will never
be satisfied with the old style after you see them. In

E.

11

Diseases, I'erer <{'•
A y a e
Rheuma-

tism,

perfect

Longfellow.

Lirer

something new,

Sale I

Special

Scarsmont. unit at the Furniture Rooms of

Mich as .lump Seals, l’iano Box, Kxtension 'lops,
Phsetons, or in fact anything built; if not on hand
will procure it on short notice. Also Open Buggies
of dillcrent grades, and remember these carriages
The difference between rising at live and seven
o’clock in the morning for the space of forty years, arc not “Amesbury Scoots” or “Break-necks,” with
which the country is being Hooded by unptineiplcd
supposing a man t«> go to bed at the same hour at dealers, and
if any one tells > on they ar.-, on tell
night, i> cquivalan! to tin* addition .if ten years to a
them they are perverting the truth, amt 1 will pay
man’s life.
the cost of your libel suits.
But they arc built by
House cleaning loses more than half its terrors the well-know firm of FRANCIS, NARbENT X CO.,
of Boston, and bear their name plate, and their
when you use Pi i.k\s I’kari.ink
Be sure you are
not deceived by the vile imitations which flood I reputation is sufficient guarantee as to what the
the market, but see that the name of Jam i;s I \ it; work is. 1 can sell von these carriages ten percent,
less than you can buy a -ingle carriage of Sargent.
is on each package.
If you cannot come to Belfast, send me a descripCause of the recent earthquake: It is now un- tion of the carriage you want on a postal card and
derstood that the reported earthquake in the south
I will bring it to your door: if we cannot trade von
was caused by a st. Louis girl thoughtlessly jumpwill not lose a cent, and 1 wil lose m\ time, special
ing from a buggy to the sidewalk.
prices to livery men and those buying to sell again.
I want a reliable agent in each town to solicit or
Money for a Rainy Day.
dors.
My motto is “Do as you \\ on Id be done by,”
“For six voars my daughter was sick from kidney
quick sales and small profits. Terms cash, good
and other disorders. We had used up our -aring's notes or stock.
p.»
on doctors, when our dominie advised u> t » try
A
Parker’s (Huger Tonic.
Four bottles effected a
I'Eli
STttEET,
Repository—HE
cure, and as a dollar’s worth has kept our family
HACK OK AMKHICAN 1IOKSK.
well over a year, we have been able to lay up money
A Poor Mali’s* WitV.
again for a rainy dav.”

-uecess

_<

h

becomes ridiculous.

alone sometimes makes a
Johnson.

Grocery Wagons,
I have

A Good Square Meal
is too often followed by a disordered »tomach,
symptoms of dyspepsia
indigestion. Kvery miserable dyspeptic in tin* land should know that he

Il'iwever things may seem, no evil thing is
and no good thing is failure.
[Samuel

—H
n; .l'E

gravity

telephone.

best thing in this republic, next to
is tin- labor of our people.
[Garfield.

liberty,

a a
m -o
C3 CO

§

[Hen

Tlw

Sg

CO

spur ami valuable hint.

It's easy finding reasons why other
should he patient.
[George Eliot.

£S
x3
rp«

CO

CJ

a ■*-

a

at the

It' ligion worships God, while superstition
profanes that worship. [Seneca.

C3 ^

aw

hie verse

poem.

m pn

if

a

[La

:
**• ir
co «*

of Thought.

There's nothing said that has not been said
before. [Terence.

-**

o oo
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HAVING

he cured by a timely use of Birikhk Blood
Bittkrs. Price $1.00, trial size in cents.
For sale
R.
H Moody, Belfast.
by

"For to decorate old china.
In this wild, asthetic land!"
[Vandyke Brown.

Every calamity
[Emerson.

decided to locate permanently in Belfast, I shall offe this season the best stock
of carriages|ever"[seen in Belfast, built
expressly
for my trade. In

can

Turnips or tomatoes—canned:
That's inv way." said Angelina.

rs
d

turn-

young lady in a Boston office is so particular
about her personal appearance that she always
takes a peep in the mirror before answering a call

I

to

Gems

freshly gathered

A

to make it more aesthetic.
Not to say more dietetic.
Sometimes do I add poetic

Syrup.

ol‘

Cologne.

DR. KLINK'S Lreat Nerve Restorer is the marvel
of the age for all Nerve Diseases.
Ml ljt> stopped
free. Send to P31 Arch Street, i'hilada., Pa.
3ml4

"Last,

Dr. CLARK JOHNSON'S

delightful fragrance

Charm.

CARRIAGES!

They now have dolls which will shut their eves
when night conies. Let a doll \\ hu h keep* her eyes
open and watches for burglars it you want a good
thing.

make the soft heart flutter,
I nto each 1 add some butter—
•lust how much it were too utter
I'tterly to give away;
But. as classic Greece was small, so
Is the grease that I use also—
Which is all I need to say !

to

Distinguishing

and spices is the distinguishing charm of Flor-

eston

"When I decorate old china.
First 1 take the plate and line 'or
With roast beef that's choice and rare;
Then, in keeping with old Plato,
To the plate I add potato.
Which I gravy-ly prepare!

try.

=)
u

A
ers

"Well, then," answered Angelina.

solely to gratify her, I bought a bottle of a
druggist in our village. 1 used that and two or
three bottles more, and—to make a long story short
—1 am now as healthy a man as there is inthecoun.
hut

Idj

The

by what
You perform this

a

lndiiiii Blood

The following marriage announcement appeared
in a Long Island paper recently
“Smith—Smith—
At Smithtown Branch, C. W. Smith t<> Hattie Smith
of Smithtown.

"Tell me

bottle of Dr. Kennedy’s‘Favorite Remedy’ which she had somewhere heard of or
seen advertised.
Without the slightest faith in it,
induced

What gives a healthy appetite, an increased digestion, strength to the muscles, and tone to the
nerves? Brown’s Iron Bitters.

Great

1 ANL II
II \ \\ I s' lit. ,,f >earsniont,
he (minty
Waldo, deceased, hy n i\ing bond
atiie law direct-; lie therefore rctpu-t all
per
sons w In* are imlehted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those w ho ha\u
any
di’inamH thereon. t-> exhibit the same for settleim n’t
to him.
NATHAN P HL A\

H'

I

•.

subscriber hereby give' public lioliee to all
&
eoneerned. that he has been dlll\ ap|»ointt-d
ami taken upon himself the trust of Executor ot
the last w ill oi

'■pll!-,

\\I»KL\N

J

LUOIlOt K, late ot Helm.-nt,

undersigned hereby give- notice *b his ap1 ]>ointim‘nt as Assignee of \\ F 1.1.1 \*. I < i\ R
of Cnity, in said ( ountv of Waldo, In
RFS>F>
solvent 1 >e!»tor, who lias been declared an Insolvent
his
own
petition by the Court of Insolvency
upon
for tin* County of Waldo.
-\v-b
WM II. Ft n. 1.1.R, Assignee.

the County of \\ aldo, deceased, hy gi\imr hnmi
.is the law directs; he therefore re<|Ue'ts all per
sons w ho are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those w ho have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settle*
ment to him.
NATH \\ P. PLAN

Ni'ticc of Assignee of His Appointment.
M
in the

subscriber hereby gi\e- public notice to all
coma-rued, that 'In* ha- been duly appointed
and taken upon herself the trust of Administratrix

rPIIK

Krlfast,
('minty of Waldo and state of
Maine, the eleventh ilay of May, A l> |ss->.

undersigned hereby gives
rpilK
1
ns

notice of his uppointment
Assignee of ISKN.l A MIN li.
1!ACKl.lKK, of I'nity, in suhl County of Waldo,
Insolvent l.chtor, who lias been declared an Insolvent upon Ills petition bv the Court of Insolvency
for the *tomity of Waldo.
-’w’o
W. I>. THOMP'ON, Assignee.

in

rpiIL
1

of tin* estate* of
WA.MAN

DKINKU A I LIL

late of 1 .ineolnville,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, hy giving bond
as the law directs; sin* therefore requests all
persons who are indebted to said deceased's estate to
make immediate payment, and those w ho have any
demands thereon, to exhibit the same for settlement
to her.
KI TH DK1NKWATEK.

